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BYIDPSIS

GROUTHIAID CHARACTERISATIOH OF CERTAII ORGANIC CRYSTALS

The thesis presents the results of the
investigations on the crystallisation ‘behaviour, detect
structure end electrical properties of certain organic
crystals---phthslic snhydride end potsssiun scid phthslste

Hollow crystals of phthslic snhydride were
grown from vapour. the norpholog of these hollow
crytsls were studied in detail and s. mechanism for
their growth has been proposed. A closed crystal--vapour
system was used to study the basal plane growth of the
whiskers and the sequential growth, observed, confirmed

the mechanism suggested for hollow crystals. Ehe dendri
tic crystals of phthslic enhydride were grown, both iron
the nelt and solution. The observed morphologies of
these dendrites ere described.

Bpherulites of phthslic snhydride have been
grown by the artificial initiation of nucleation, from
nelt and solution. The variation of the substructure
oi’ these spherulites with the growth tenperature wee
investigated. The spherulitic filll having ribbon
substructure were etched to reveal dislocations. A
nschanism for the formation of the observed etch
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pattern hoe been euggeeted. the elip ooourring in
theee ribbons were studied and the reeulte are
preeented.

Large single oryetele of phthnlio enhydride
were grown by the Bridgman method. Ehe shape of the

growth tube, pull rate and tenperetnre profile Init
ehle for growing good eingle eryetale were determined
by trial and error. Potaeeiunvaoid phthalate single
oryatele were grown tron aqueous eolutione. the
addition of thionrea has heen.£onnd to promote growth
in the <00l> direction.

Phthelio enhydride oryetele were oleeved
along the {ll0} planes and out perpendicular to it.
The potassium acid phthalate oryetele were cleaved
along the {O01} plane and out into elabe having £010}
and Z100} faces. the cleavage eurfaoee of phthnlio
enhydride and potassium eoid phthalate crystals were
exanned by optical techniques and eurtaoe topography
has been studied.

Of the vnrioue etohante need, HH‘OH 1 H20
in.the ratio 1 2 3 by volume have been found to
delineate dielooatione on the {O1} and {ll0} eurtaoee
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of phthalic anhydride. The morphology of etch pits
on these faces have been studied in detail and the
dislocation densities on then.have been determined.
On potassiun.acid phthslate cleavage surfaces, an
etchant consisting of one prt of water in five
parts of acetone by volume was four suitable to
reveal the dislocations. The dislocation configura
tions on these crystals have been examined by
successive etching. The effect of annealing on
these crystals has been discussed in the light of
the observed dislocation configurations. Pyramidal
indentations were nade on the different faces of
these crystals and the slip traces observed were
used to identify the slip planes.

The anisotropy of electrical conduction in
phthalic anhydride and potassiul.acid phthslate
single crystals were investigated by measuring the
conductivity in the various directions at different
temperatures and the activation energies have been
calculated.
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IHTRODUCTIOH

Organic crystals provide a variety of
solids with interesting electrical properties. The
properties include terroeleotricity (Thiourea [1],
GuanidiniumJUrsnyl Sulfate trihydrate [2]),
pieeoelectricity (Phenanthrene [3]) and photo
conductivity (Anthrscene [4]). One dimensional
conductors (TTF-ICHQ [5]) and semiconductors of
organic origin have been reported.

The industrial interest in this field is
mainly due to the existence of a large variety ct
molecular species and the possibility of synthesis
ing new materials with specific properties, once the
link between.the structure and properties is known.
It has long been recognised that the entrance to the
field of ‘molecular electronics‘ is possible only
through the production of complex molecules in a
high degree of purity and growth of large single
crystals of high perfection.

The following cement on the growth of single
crystals by Spedding [6] seems to be pertinent here.
‘I! a. certain property i to be measured, 80% of the
effort and ingenuity will either be spent on produc
ing pure metals and alloys, in growing single crystals,



without contaminating thsm.or in characterising the
crystals, so that one knows what one is measuring. Only
about 20 of the effort will be spent on measuring the
property‘.

The growth of single crystals of organic
compounds is rather difficult, unlike the inorganic
counterpart. The non-availability of suitable solvents
often forbid the use of solution growth techniques.
Vapour growth.usua11y result in.either small crystals
or crystalline aggregates. The supercooling tendency
of organic materials, their low thernl conductivities
and thernl decomposition often make the use of melt
growth techniques difficult. Organic materials always
contain some impurities and hence extensive purifica
tion procedures are to be applied before growth. A
combination of chromatographic, zone-refining, subli
nation.and recrystallisation techniques are often to
be applied. The'usual growfih techniques are to be
modified to grow organic crystals. Both anthracene [7]
and anthraquinone [8] have been thus grown by the
Bridgman method. Also Bleey et al [9] have successfully
grown bensil and bensophenone single crystals by the
Csochralski pulling method.

The perfection of organic crystals are even
less investigated than the growth. Only a limited
nnnber of organic crystals have been studied by techniques
such as Ieray topography, neutron topography, decoration,
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chemical and thermal etching. The volatality of organic
crystals prevents the use of electron microscopy which
would otherwise have been a very valuable technique.

the electrical properties of organic crystals
hve been investigated from the point of view of their
insulating rather than their conducting properties. The
characteristic resistivities vary from lO14 ohm cm to
10-2 ohn cm.with a carrier concentration of lO6 to 1019

carriers per om?. The typical mbilities vary fron.lO2
to lO'6 cm? volt'l sec”? The lack of published data on
conductivity is largely due to the difficulties encount
ered in the measurement of very low voltages in very

hig impedance circuits. The activation energy for
conduction measured in organic crystals by various
workers shows a relative scatter in the values-from
1.0 to 2.8 eV for anthracene [l0,ll,l2] and 0.72 to
3.7 eV for naphthalene [13]. This may be due to the
difference in the degree of purity of crystals or the
different electrode configurations used by workers in
the field.

The exact conduction.nechanism of organic
crystals is not well established. Theoretical progress
in the area of electrical conduction in organic crystals
has been limited compared to the experimental data
available. The majority of studies cn.organic crystals
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have been conducted on aromatic compounds due to the

availability of data on their structure and the low
activation energy for senconduction in these nsterials.

Phthalic anhydride, a nenber of the aromatic
acid anhydrides and potassium acid phthalate, the
potassium salt of phthalic acid, vere studied as a
part of the investigations carried out in this laboratory
on the growth and characterisation or organic crystals.

Phthalic anhydride is extensively used as the
prinary naterial for the production of cellophane [14]
and as a curing agent in epoxy resins [15]. The vibra
tional spectra of this naterial have been reported by
Base [16]. Phthalic anhydride torus a large nnber ct
donor-acceptor complexes. Oonpleres with phthalic
anhydride as the acceptor have been investigated in
diethyl ether—iscpentane glass [17]. Recently Rastogi
et al [18] have detected the formation or a l 2 l coupler
of phthalio snhydride with 8-hydroxyquinoline. The lost
promising result or this and other related materials
have been the preparation of a series of more than
hundred new polymers with epecitic resistivities distri
buted over a wide range [l9,2O,2l]. The material has
heen.£ound to possess triholumnescent properties
[22,23,24], and the triboluninesoenoe spectrum of

phthalic anhydride measured at room temperature has
been found to differ markedly £ron.the photoluninescence
spectrws unlike other materials.



All the reported studies were conducted on
pressed pellets, in diethyl ether-isopentane glass or
on powders. It is hoped that the growth and characteri
sation of large single crystals will lead to a better
understanding or the different properties of this
crystal.

Potassiun.acid phthalate, crystallises in the
orthorhombic class [25] like phthalie anhydride. But
the structure is ionic. The material in powder torn
has heen.reported to he piesoelectric [25]. The crystal
is currently used in the field of ultra soft Ieray
spectroscopy due to the large 2d-spacings [27]. Though
Boarder et al [28] have reported that the crystals were
tree £ron,twinning and other flaws, not much work has
been reported on.the growth and properties of potassium
acid phthalate crystals. And it was felt,it would be
interesting to study in detail the growth, detect
structure and electrical properties of this material
also.

Part of these investigations have been published
in the furm.of following papers:

l. Growth and morphology of phthalic
anhydride crystals
(1977) J. Grystal Growth 37¢ 189.

2. Dendritic growth of phthalic anhydride
crystals
(1977) J. Crystal Growth 41, 325.



Growth of phthalzlo anhydrido in s
olosed crystal-s-vapour system

(1978) J. Crystal Growth 43, 126.

Growth or phthsllo anhydride spherulitos
(1979) J. Crystal Growth 46, 297.

Growth and perfection of phthalio
snhydrids single orystals
(1979) J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 12, 1129

Growth and ohsracterisation of potassium
acid phthalate single crystals
Presented in the Rational Conference on

Crystallography, 1980.
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PR!$ICS 0F CRYSTAL GROWTH

1.1. Introduction

the industrial demand for better crystals
and crystals of new materials with extraordinary
properties, promtsd research in the science or crystal
growth and their characterisation both in the scadenic
and technological fields. In the last decade the
science of crystal growth has developed into a multi
disciplinary subject. The basic concepts have been
tornulated and the observations on.the growth process
of many crystals have been successfully explained. Yet
the theoretical progress is tar from being able to point
out a successful set of parameters to grow crystals oi
a particular material.

1.2. Theory of Crystal Growth

The evolution of crystal growth theory can be
conveniently outlined under two separate sections, one
dealing with the growth of perfect crystals and the
other on the growth ct imperfect crystals.

a) Growth or perfect crystals
Ehs first attempt to study the growth of

crystals on.thermodynanical grounds was made by

Gibbs [29]. He considered the phase transformation



£rol.vapour to solid resulting in eryetale and ternlated
the Ifl1Il,f!0l energy eriterioa.thioh states that

n

2:1 eifi in a minimum, where 01 ie the13

mrtaee tree energy at the 1“ {ace of area 1'1, fer e.
crystal surface in equalibrium with its vapour» The
theory was further developed by Curie [30] and Wulff [31]
and others.

I£'P1 is the perpenieular distance at the
ith oryetal face from an interior point of the cryatel,
then the volume of the crystal in

Y - 1/$2; P113 (1)
with an energy

II.R=IZ'. Ii‘ 21-161* ()
Fer an infinitesimal change in.volune,n tdV I Z: ?1dP1 (3)inl

Comparing the equations we getPi <>< ci (4)
lravaie [32] attacked the problem by eonnider

ing the growth.velooitiee of various eryatal taoee and
the densities of lattice points on then. This so called
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theory of reticular densities, predicted the dissppear—
ance of fast growing faces and the survival of slow
flowing ones. Scehncke [33] introduced the idea of
surface free energies and showed that the faces with
greatest reticular densities are those with ninium
surface free energy.

An atomic theory of crystal growth was put
forward by Kossel [34] and Stranski [35] in the nine
teenth century. In this model the atone constituting
the crystal are arranged in three dinensionel order so
as to give each ates s specific structural environment.
A cubic crystal can be thouflt as made up of snell
cubes which represents unit cells. The interaction
with cubes is through two different bonds of strength

¢1 and dpz. $1 is the strength of the nearest neighbor
bond while (P2 is the strength of the second nearest
neighbor bond. According to this picture the various
atomic sites on s. closed packed surface can be assigned
different energies.

The surface of such a crystal will appear
atonically smooth at absolute sero or partially covered
by another ls.yer. In the latter case the difference in
level is an atomic spacing and is called a step. As the
temperature is raised, the atone on the surface of the
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crystal will get thermally agitated and will gain an
energy sufficient enough to overcome the binding energy.
This process will introduce vacant sites on smooth faces
and create kinks along the step. On reaching the dynamic
equilibrium, the surface gets active with the production
of kinks, adsorbed stone and vacancies. Atoms get
absorbed on the crystal races and they migrate towards
a step and moves along it to a kink position to get
incorporated or re-evaporated. The energies at a

surface site, on a step and on a kink are ¢>l + 4¢2,
2 ‘P1 + 6 <P2 and -44>1 -- 6432 respectively, and are
related to each other as

¢1+4q>2 > 24>1 +6<!>2 > -44>1-6<P2 (5)

To commence growth, the saturation is to be
increased. How more and more atone get absorbed and
they get deposited on the step kinks. As a result the
step advances with a certain velocity. Soon the step
disappears after completing the surface. Further growth
requires a step which in turn requires nucleation on an
atonically mooth surface. this requires an additional
energy. thus the rate of growth will depend not on the
velocity of step advance but on the frequency of
nucleation.
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1) Surface migration of adsorbed molecules

An adsorbed molecule on an atonically smooth

crystal face can migrate considerable distances before
it get incorporated in the crystal. The migration

distance rs oi’ the adsorbed molecule is given by the
Einstein's formula

1% . DB‘B
there D8 is the diffusion coefficient and ta the lean
life on the surface. In the Kossel-Stranaki model

rs ~ a exp (MP1/ZKT) (7)
\

where ¢2,the second neighbor bonding ie neglected.

2) Advance oi’ steps

The migrating molecules get incorporated at
kink cites on the steps. According to Burton, Cabrera
and Frank [$6] there exist a finite number of kinks in
the etepo at any temperature. The mean distance between

kinks is taken as so which is several orders of the
lattice conetant 'a' and mach shorter than the migration
distance.

r,~ i a err ($1/RH) (8)
The supersaturation,<1 I ¢ - 1 (9)
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where a = P/Pa, is the ratio or the actual vapeur
pressure to that at equilibrium, Similarly the super
aturation of adsorbed atoms is given by

68 I Ba — 1 (10)
where

a’ r nu/nae (ll)
as is the actual and n. the equilibrium coneentratione
on the surface.

For a straight step extending in the
1-direetion.o£ the erthogonal Cartesian system, the
steady state eonditien can be written as

=2 V2? - + <12)
where \y = e*- a’ (13)
.Hear a step,as - 0 (14)
and far away from the step,

¢ (y) - v [1 - err (-\r| /18)] (15)
The rate st advance of steps is given as

v - 26:89 ezp(-w/Kr) (16)
where the diffusion from either side of the step is
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taken into consideration, 9 is a frequency factor and U,
the evaporation energy.

For a parallel flow of steps separated by a

distance yo the velocity of steps is given by
v(r°) - Y twh (I,/21,) (17)
and for a circular surface step of radius f‘,

v(r) -v(1-F,/P) (18)
where fa is the radius of the critical nucleus.

3) Iucleation on a surface

me to the thermodynamic fluctuations on the
crystal surface, steps my be created. Once the step
has spread along the whole surface, further growth is
arrested due to the absence of a step. Hence a nucleation
of a aononolecular island is necessary. This requires
an additional energy. A cluster of molecules formed on
the surface will either disintegrate or grow depending
upon the radius of the island. If we assure that only a
single nuclei of nononolecular height is formed and it
has a circular shape with radius I’ then the excess free
energy g of the system is given by

3(1) I --I! log a sq-2/a2 + 1 Zafi/a (19)

where a is the supersaturation and 1 the surface
tension at the interface. Once the nucleus is formed
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Que to the thermodynamic fluctuations it will spread and
again leave it smooth. For further growth a fresh
nucleation is necessary. Thus the growth is a micro
scopically discontinuous function ct tine. the growth
rate of crystals is governed by nucleation rate rather
than the growth velocity ct surface steps.

The thermodynamic probability of nucleation
is

0:1» (-s,/H) -= up [-l(1/H):/lee =1 (20)

where gs is the excess free energy for a nucleus or
critical radius F6. Ehe rate of nucleation I per unit
area per unit time thus becomes

I - 51,, up (-5,/m (21)
where § is th number of molecules approaching the

nucleus per second and H6 is the number of available
surface sites per unit area. The kinetic approach of
Becker and nor.-in; [37] and Prank [so] yields a @1111“
equation fer nucleation rate.

The rate of growth.of a singular surface is
controlled by the rate ct nucleation I and the surface
step velocity v. It the average time for nucleation

on ~ 1/Is (22)
and the time for a surface step to sweep the complete
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surface ist, ~ fl/v (23)
Then the rate or growth or e singular surface is
given by R‘/\/RBI
where s is constant and 8 is the surface ares.

the two dimensional growth model [39] discussed
above takes into consideration only the possibility of
existence of single melons. lillig [40], Hsyashi
Bhichiri [41] and others considered the probability er
nucleation or more than one nucleus and found that the

powth rate is given by

R ~ e I1/3V2/3 (25)
which is independent or S unlike equation (24). In
real crystals however the observed growth rates are far
greater than that predicted by this model. Against a
supersaturation of about 25 7, to 502 predicted necessary
for growth by this model, crystals have been known to
pow at such mall superseturations as 1°/, or lower.

b) Growth of imperfect crystals

The dis crepsnoy between the observed growth

rats and that predicted by the two-dimensional growth
tb ories minly arises from the difficulty oi’ nucleation
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on an.atonically smooth surface. The necessity or
creation of a new step, after a step has swept a crystal
taco, was circumvented by Frank [42], by assuring the
presence of screw dislocations in real crystals. The
screw dislocations emerging on a crystal surface proiuces
a spiral step anchored at the dislocation. {This mechanism
thus provides steps with kinks. To an observer from
above the spiral will appear as rotating.

The rathslntical treahnent of such.a spiral
is outlined below. It ea is the rotational velocity in
radians/secon, the growth rate is given by

R I (‘*9/21:)h (26)
where h is the step height of the spiral. Taking as
constant with tins, the step velocity of the curved
steps nay be calculated. The velocity of a curved step
ct radius i° is greater than the straight step by

v - V¢(1 -Pa/r ) (27)
where fa an f are the radius ct the critical nuclei
and real nuclei.

l) the radius of curvature of steps (P )

Considering a portion of a circular step
y I 2(1), such as RPQ in figure (1), the point P is



Y

Q

S cc
P

R

I’<1» e ¢ X
l‘1g.(l) A portion of 1 circular step



represented by P(r,e ) in polar coordinates. The
tangents to P and Q cut the x--axis at angles 4» and §,
and make theneelvee an angle of a. low the average
curvature or the arc PQ (=8) in given by

g_q> -H4"!-8)-¢|S B
ae B——>0 the curvature at P is given by

3° "'|_t [(4>+ B) — ‘P1/3
S-->0

I 11¢‘/dl

The radius ct curvature is than

|° - l/K0 - do/dd?
In Garteeian coordinates

tanq> I dy/dz I 3'

§-;(m4> ) - [1+(r)2] <14»/an

:"'d=/4| - [1+(w')2][1/fl
um <1:/u - [14-<1’->*1'*
Solving for f’ $2:3,

u.~>.u.3_1F 1
In polar coordinates3/2 2 2 3/3

(29)

(29)

(30)

(51)

(32)

(53)

(34)

(55)

u+<r>"1 - <1»/11> t1+=*<ae/an 1 us)
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and 1" - (dr/dz)’ Id’:/¢=2>(d:/er)

- ca’:/¢=*-’>c<w/a=>1 01>
The value of fie thus

/2 32l+r 6 /.1» - I--1-J-L we)
2 + r2(9')’+ r 9"

where e'-- as/er and e”- nae /u-2

2) Velocity normal to a rotating spiral step

To derive an expression tor the velocity of
step, consider a portion of the spiral step RPQ as
shown in figure (2). The point P(r, 6 ) has s radius
of curvature F 1. The radius vector r is rotating
anticlockwise or clockwise with an angular velocity ca
Resolving the tangential and radial velocities, let PA

represent 7100 and PC the radial component Vf. In the
completed parallelogram ADGP, LAPD I e a LPDO and

Sin a 1- PC‘/OD -= PC/LP I V‘./rm.

For an intinitesiml rotation de the radiu changes
by dr and

Bin a - EF/PF - ---»~1-'-ee—~e—- (39)
[1+=?(¢e/¢=)21*

Bquating these equations ($8) and (39)
rm

" __"_____¥—7'0 [1+=2(ae /dr)2] (40)
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3) The spiral

If the growing step is curved and has e.

velocity VP along the radius of curvature, the velocity
of the curved step is related to that of a straight

step on the surface by equation (27). Thus equating VP
from equations (40) and (27)

w/t1+=‘-’<ae /=1=>1* - v,<1 -'1/,>> <41)

ihe solution of (41) determines the relation between
r and e . For large values of r equation (41) reduces
to give

9 I ( ‘*9 /V‘): + constant (42)
and for small values of r

9 n ( 1/2f¢)r + constant (43)
Both equations (42) and (43) represent an Archemedian

spiral, with a constant step spacing'!°, (Io = l9fQ).

4) Bxperilental observations or growth spirals

the observation of spiral steps on beryl
crystals by Griffin [43] with the aid oi’ bright field
microscopy strongly supported the theory oi’ Burton,

Garbrera and Frank. Since then, growth spirals have been
observed on SiC and other mineral and synthetic crystals
[44]. The ppiral step appears either as circular or as
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polygonal depending upon the number of kinks available
at the steps. Spirals have been observed on IaCl [45]

FeCr2S4 [46] and n-028358 [47]. lakada et al [48] have
observed unit cell steps occurring from a sore dis
location.with Burgers vector nornl to the surface.
Thus th Frank mechanism can be considered to be correct.
The various torus ct spirals and the turns resulting
tron.the interaction or tvo or more spirals have been
discussed in detail by Verna [49] and Anelinckx [so].

1.5. Dissolution or Crystal Paces

Dissolution of crystals is an.inportant
crystal processing technology as well as a means to
study the fundamentals ct crystal growth. The dissolu
tion process is either used to dissolve semiconductor
crystals in localised areas defined by a masking fill
or to reveal dislocations, by the preferential dissolup
tion at their emergence points.

Dissolution of crystals, uhich is essentially
the reverse phenonenon of growth, can be understood in
terns of the same concepts involved in the growth of
crystals. The surface steps, along with the active
kinks in thn, sweep across the vicinal races during
growth. In dissolution these nornl steps will recede
and disappear. In flhe two dimensional theories of
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crystal growth this disappearance of steps will leave
an atonically smooth surface. The difficulty of removal
of a noleci e from these surfaces makes the process a
licrosoopi:-:J.1y discontinuous function of tine.

In the BGF mdel, the receding steps, on
intercepting an emergent screw dislocation, becomes
curved. Dissolution, new takes place preferentially
at those points which leaves a spiral depression instead
of a spiral mu on grovth. Gabrera and Levine [51]
have proposed a theory for the dissolution process in
crystals having screw dislocations. If v is the norml
velocity of a step located at a distance r from the screw
dislocation which has a radius of curvature f’ , then v
is given by

v - v,[1 -- (Q/f) - £1‘, E/13)] (44)

where v‘ is the normal velocity of a step located at
large distance and Q is the radius of the critical
nuclei. The value of Q is given by

Q I 1.0/Apa (45)
where 7 is the surface free energ, -H. is the volune

occupied by one molecule and Asa the difference in the
chemical potential of the surrounding medium and the

crystal. In equation (44) re is expressed as

ro - nbz/B121 (46)
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where '1; is the Burgers vector of the screw dislocation.
Equation (46) gxee a measure of the strain energy
around the dislocation.

The rotating steps associated with a screw
dislocation can be represented by

. 9'? !(1')- wt (47)
In polar coordinates the normal velocity v and radius
of curvature are given by

v I -:5/[1 + (ne')2]i' (48)

‘ad I  I II 1f’ -[i+(=e)2] [2e+re-+1295] (491o-. H‘ ..
where é In 3% n -Q9

9, I _5_Q and 9”I 2.2B71, 8%?‘
Introducing n I 5 Q

r (59/b*)~ 5 (be/65) =- ten4> (So)
where 4» is the angle between the radius vector and the
tangent to the step

- £1 - <-.,/->21 m¢ - <1/-> m4> - we (51)
,-.

Solving for <f>(e)

(P(I)Ih~1/“'5 + - eee 4' eee
£Qr I  1-e
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Depending upon the values of so, being
greater than zero or lean than 20:0, growth on
dissolution will take place. The direct observation
of spiral depression: have been able to continn
the mechanism [52]~



CHAPTER TWO

IECHIOLOGY OF CRISTAL GROWTH

2.1. Introduction

The demand tor large and perfect single
crystals for devices, initiated a search tor under~
standing the basic parameters involved in the process
ct crystal growth. This resulted in considerably
improving the technology of producing highly perfect
crystals. The present chapter deals with the techno
logical aspects of the different growth methods
currently employed.

2.2. Growth iron Holt

For the growth or single crystals Iron.nelt
the transition £ron.an equilibrium state in.Iich the
substance is completely molten to a state where the
substance is completely solid, is to be controlled
ettectively. the portion or the grown crystal serves
as a conducting path for the latent heat and the
conductivities oten.ocincide with the direction or
easy growth. The growth fron.nelt thus essentially
involves the control of temperatures. vfhe various
methods described below achieves this by a variety
or techniques.
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a) Osochralski pulling

This technique proposes in l9l8 still
remains the most reliable method for the growth of
large single crystals in a relatively short time.
In this method the material to be grown as single
crystal is melted in a crucible. A seed crystal is
introduced into the melt and then.withdrawn slowly.
The seed crystal is often rotate while pulling to
attain.thernal symmetry and to stir the nelt.

the various parameters that can be control
led are the rotation.and pulling speeds, atmosphere
of growth and temperature or growth. The efficiency
or the method thus depends upon.the smooth rotation
and pull rates as well as the constancy or temperature
Of 15116 I011).

The ideal materials suitable for pulling
are those having a congruent melting point, a low
vapour pressure and low viscosity. The absence of
a phase change in the range of room temperature and
growth temperature is desirable.

(i) Crucibles

the crucible material is to be so selected
tht it is insoluble or slightly soluble in the melt.
Orucibles should be readily cleanable so tht
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impurities can be easily removed. Since crystal
pulling often involves higa temperatures, crucibles
should have high strength and low porosity. It r.:t.
heating is used the resistance of the container is
of importance. The non-uniformity of the crucibles
will develop hot-spots and the temperature or the melt
will vary laterally producing a non-circular cross
section in the pulled crystal.

(ii) llethods of heating

The nelt tron which the crystal is being
pulled should be heated upto an appropriate tempera
ture and held constantly. A variety oi’ techniques
mve been used to heat the charge. Resistance heating,
in which the heating element is wires or tapes ct
nichrone, kanthal, tungsten or stainless steel [53],
is widely used. Hachined graphite or silicon carbide
heaters which terns self-supporting heaters are used
in the high temperature regon [54]. Radio frequency
heating is the most commonly used method of heating
which has the advantages oi’ ease of control and
operation [55]. R.£. heating only heats the outside
layer of the succeptor. The depth of this layer D
called the skin depth is given by

n - %-9 n» one (55)
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there 1 is the frequency and P is the resistivity.
As the frequency is reduced the skin depth is increased
resulting in the uni£orn.heating of the crucible.
Frequencies of the order of l0KHs to 500KB: have been
found to be the lest useful.

(iii) Seeds

the chief advantage of Oaochraleki pulling
nethod is that crystals or desired orientation can be
groun.by'using a suitably oriented seed. Seeds or low
dislocation density sould be selected and etched to
renmve the work damaged outer layer. ihe seed is
‘usually annealed to reduce the dislocation content.
It a suitable seed crystal is not available poly
crystalline material, single crystals of another
naterial, a capillary tube or wires of nonreactive
metals nay be used. In order to grow better quality
crystals the diameter of the crystal is reduced and
then increased to the desired diameter. This necking
operation, helps to eliminate the propagating die
looations from the seed and to select a single grain
£ron.the polycrystalline seed for further growth.

(iv) Pull and rotation.ratee

the rotation oi seeds provide effective
stirring of the melt decreasing the thermal gradient
present in it. The quality of crystals is dependent
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on the nature of the solid-liquid interface. A flat
interface avoids both non~uniforn.inpurity distribution
and facet formation. The study of flow patterns [56]
have shown that alternate stopping and/or reversing
the rotation prevents the incorporation of impurities
into the crystal.

The pulling rate controls the diameter of
the crystal. the pull rate if increased will result
in.ths reduction of the disaster of the growing crystal.
The sane effect can also he produced by increasing the
temperature of the melt. Often control of both is
required to pcrfcrm.ths necking operation. An increase
in.dianster of the crystal increases the strain.and
result in the production of dislocations. Often 21
compromise is to be made between the ultimate crystal
diameter, melt temperature and dislocation density.

(v) Hcdifications on the Oscchralski system

The conventional apparatus have been.nodified

by many workers to suit tlrm different requirements for
growing specific materials. Hiyaaawa et al [57] have
effectively controlled the disaster of the growing

crystals automatically by th use of an analogue control
coupled with a crystal weighing system. lateika et al
[58] have described the details of a typical Ozochralski
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crystsl puller with eutonetic diameter control. For
Infle [59] s floating disc vith e rectangular elit
over the melt have been found to improve the crystale

The liquid encapsulated Gscchrsleki (L30)

method [60] uses s thick blanket of nclten.hcric oxide
and e sufficiently high pressure over the melt to
prevent the decomposition and escape of vapours. The
need for high pressures to prevent the lose of vspoure
of volatile compounds have resulted in the design of
chambers which can withstand such pressures [61].

B) Bridgman method

In this method the control of the transition
frol.nelt to solid is effected by controlling the
temperature at the melt-solid interface. The furnace
often has two halves eepreted by en insulating disc.
Ihe upper half is nintained at e temperature higher
than the melting point of the materiel uhile the lower
at e temperature below it. The material in e tubular
container is held in the upper zone so es to melt
completely. rho container, suspended fron.a wire is
then lowered to the second none with the help of'e
reduction motor. Spontaneous nucleation occurs at the
tip of the container as it traverses the gradient. For
specific materials the tip shape [62], temperature
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gradient [63] and the lowering rate are found to be
of importance. To select a single grain out of the
many formed during the spurious nucleation a constri
ction in between the main body of the container and
tip, is found to be effective.

(1) Containers

ihe containers vary from glass, silica and
quartz to refractory materials [64]. For low melting
point materials glass containers can be conveniently
'ueed. This may be evacuated and then sealed. For
high melting point materials graphite, carbon, platinum
and some refractory oxides have been'used. The bulk
of the heat of fusion liberated on solidification is
to be removed by conduction along the container and
through the grown crystal. For materials having low
temperature eonductivities silica tubes coated with
graphite have been found successful.

(ii) Furnaces

Depend1ng'up0n the temperature required, the
furnaces can be made fron.tubes of glass or graphite
wound with kanthal wire. R.f. heated furnaces can
also be used. The temperature profile is to be care
fully ehaped by proper winding or through the reduction
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of tube diameters. The general profile of temperature
depends upon whether both ends oi the furnace tubes are
closed or opened.

(iii) Traverse mechanism

Many variants ct this method exists in.whidh
either the crucible is lowered or the heater is raised,
slowly. In the former case rotation of the crucible
while lowering have been found to increase the proba
bility of strainptree single crystal growth. The
movement of either crucible or furnace can be made by
a simple clockwork mochanisn.cr other complex rotation

lowering systems [65].

The method has several disadvantages. The
crystal, being confined to the crucible, will be highly
strained. Solids which expands on solidification cannot
be grown.by this method. The orientation or the crystal
cannot he controlled.

For materials having low melting points and low
decomposition pressures externally supported crucibles
have been used to prevent the thermoelastic expansion

and subsequent explosion [65]. Other variants oi this
method have been discussed in detail by Fischer [66].

c) Zone melting
In sons melting, a small portion of the

relatively large ingot is melted and the molten zone is
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nade to travel along the length of the charge. This
nethod, suggested by Ptann [67] is nainly intended for
the purification of naterials. the technique can be
used to grow single crystals as well.

(1) Zoning in a container

For successtul zoning, the container for
the charge should have a good lateral heat transfer
and a poor longitudinal heat transfer. To achieve
this, the container walls are nade as thin as possible
and in special cases, tubes nade up or alternate rings
ct good and poor oonuctors pressed together have been
designed. ?or horizontal sons melting the cross
sections of the container vary tron send-circular to
trapezoidal. ihe longitudinal shape should be selected
so as to minimise the strain.due to solidification.
Radial, helical and spiral models have been described
by Ptann [68].

the molten acne should preferably have a
constant length, a stable solid-liquid interface and
a well defined thernal gradient. For materials having
low thernal conductivities, the sons width tends to
vary. This has been overcome by slowly rotating the
container about its axis. Intermittent rotation has
been round to be sore effective [69].
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(ii) Zone refining without containers

Materials which are reactive at their
melting point cannot be purified or grown as‘ single
crystals by scning inva container due to the container
contamination. The need for a container in such oases
have been avoided by using a compacted rod of the
material held vertically. A small heater produces a
molten none, which holds the two vertical colinear
rods by the surface tension. The molten zone is made’
to traverse the rod slowly in one direction and fast
in the other direction. This method called the
Floating Zone Method (FZH) has been successfully

used for the growth of Labs [70] and other materials
[71,72].

2.3. Growth from.Vapour

Growth from.vapour phase is the most versatile
growth process, for the production of pure crystals.
Vapour growth of epitaxial films on similar or foreign
substrates has immense application potentialities in
the semiconductor, opto-electronic and acoustc-electric
devices.

Any substance, which.has appreciable vapour

pressure, may be grown as single crystals by condensation
on,e comparatively cold surface. During growth, molecules
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or atoms get incorporated into the kinks ones step
after the adsorption.and diffusion. A traction get
reevaporated after diffusion.

a) Physical transport techniques

In.this technique the polycrystalline source
material is heated to appropriate temperatures ad the
vapour is made to condense on an externally cooled
substrate. the problem of crucible material conta
mination can be avoided in this method by using an
electronpbean, tocussed on the charge. High power
lasers may also be used [73]. Flash evaporation or
stoichionstrio powders [74] and molecular bean
techniques [75] can also be considered as physical
transport methods.

Single crystals can be grown by sublimation
where the substance is converted directly from the
solid to vapour and back again.to solid. This may be
assisted by vacuwl. to obtain flawless crystals the
growth.rate is to be controlled by working under low
supersaturations. The temperature difference between
the source and substrate may be conveniently controlled
to produce optimum supersaturations. The rate of
transfer of molecules, nay be further restricted by the
use or an inert gas, which then becomes diffusion
controlled.
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Travelling containers or heaters have also
been used satisfactorily for the growth of crystals
iron vapour. In this technique a quarts anpcule
tilled at one end with the source material is passed
through a turnace whose temperature profile has a
single peak. The anpcule can either he closed or
plugged with a loose fitting plug. The presence of
a tapered and at the growth end has been Ioun to
often.pronote the growth or single crystals. Both
horizontal and vertical pulling of heater or container
have been found effective for specific lsterials.

Excellent crystals of heranethylene
tetranine and urotropine have been grown by
Hon.ingm.n [77] and Beyer ['18]. The heating wee
achieved by a natal block thernostat and nucleation
was promoted by a cold spot. The latter incorporated
provision for the measurement of growth rates of
individual crystal faces.

B) Ohenioal transport techniques

In chemical transport technique, the material
to be grown.as single crystals is made to react with a
transporting agent to convert the sane into a volatile
material and de)oIition.ie lads by inducing the reverse
chemical reaction. The process is mainly used in
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systens which has low vapour pressures by themselves
and can undergo a reversible chenioal reaction.

For the growth of Zn8e, the naterial is
enclosed in e tube with a snall amount or iodine gas.

At a temperature E1, the material kept at one end of
the tube reacts with iodine to torn Znlz

Zl1SO(', + I2(v)—-9 ZI|I2(v) + *362(v) (54)

The vapours travel by convection to the other end kept

at a temperature 1'2 favourable for the reverse reaction

ZDI2(v) + ‘i'BQ2(v)——7 ZnBe( 8) ‘I’ I2(V)
(Single crystals)

the znse is deposited in the solid form in this region.
Under controlled conditions single crystals have been
found to torn.

In general the overall reaction tor the
transport or an element A by an agent Y may be written
as

A + I, ;=-‘ A!’ (56)
The equilibrium constant K is given by

P(AYy) 1
K" '(-fr-6%-' 1' "3': (57)

where 0‘ is the equilibrium activity of A. It the
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value oi’ er‘ is below unity, volatalisation will result
and it above unity, deposition. This can either be
brought out by changing the pressure or the temperature
of the system. Due to the convenience the latter is
always preferred wherever poe sible.

c) Ohenicel vapour deposition (GVD)

(‘ND is one of the mny techniques used, hy
which a solid material can be deposited on a support.
In this method e. chemical reaction is used to produce
e. solid deposit from the gaseous reactants. Currently
three different types of reactions are used for the
production of single crystal tilns, vis- l) the
pyrolysis of hydrides, 2) halide reduction and 3) the
direct chemical reaction between volatile species to
form the desired compound.

Per the growth of silicon the reduction oi’

81.34 or the reduction of S1014 [79] in presence ct
hydrogen gas can he used. Gods, Gal’ or 6e.As(1_x)Px
can be grown by the direct reaction oi’ the type

60.61 4- (l/8)!‘ 4- H2 --> Gall + RC1 (58)
there I is either is or. /"P.

tietjen et al [80] have grown 0aie(1_:)Px
by passing H01 over a gallium source kept at 775°0.
ihe volatile gallium chloride which is carried to the
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reaction sons at 850°C, reacts with phosphine and
arsine. The deposition is made on a suitable substrate
kept at 15o°c. =1... et al [s1] have reviewed the on
techniques tor silicon. The GVD technique have been
‘used to deposit scandiun hydride [82], A»15 super
conductors [83] and similar colpounds.

2.4. Growth from Solution

Single crystals of materials which have a
structural phase transition near their melting points
can be conveniently grown £ron.solutions. In.this
method a saturated slution is prepared in a suitable
solvent and crystallisation is initiated by the slow
cooling of the solution or by the slow evaporation of
the solvent. In the farmer case the solutions are
prepred at a higher temperature and cooled slowly to
a lower temperature to produce the supersaturation
necessary tor growth. This requires a positive
coefficient of solubility. A compact arrangement for
the growth tron solution by slow cooling has belh

described by Jams et al [84]. the saturated solution
is kept inea tank, heated by an infrared lamp. The
seeds are fixed on a seed holder attached to a rotating
shaft which enters to the tank through the lid of the
container. The temperature of the solution is reduced
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at a rate of 0.100/day or lower with a Beckman type
thermometer and a suitable programmer. Large a-sulfur
crystals have been grown by this method [85]. Large
and perfect crystals of industrially important crystals
like ethylene dianine tartrate (EDT) , amoniul
di-hydrogen.phosphate (ADP) and potassium di-hydrogen

phosphate (KDP) crystals are grown.by this method.
lhe designs of solution growth apparatus vary from
the simple laboratory model described above to complex
industrial models.

The substances which have less marked

variation or solubility with temperature can be grown
by the constant temperature method. The saturated
solution is allowed to evaporate at a constant tempera
ture to produce the supersaturation by solvent depletion.
A solution prepared inha beaker covered by a filter paper
or placed in.a desiccator is enough for the growth of
crystals. Better control of the evaporation rate have
been adhieved by Robinson [86]. Porno [87] have designed
an apparatus for the growth of hexamdne crystals, thich
involves a vapour recycling principle with suitable
stirring mechanism.

Various models of the apparatus used for
sclution.growth have been.reported [88]. Deltino [89]
have modified the apparatus to grow crystals of ionic
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salts not by the tenperature change but by the electro
lytic solvent-decomposition.

2 e 5 e.
the hydrothermal growth mainly used to grow

crystals of quarts [90], utilises the increased
solubility or materials in water at very high tenpera

tures above the boiling point oi’ H20. the apparatus
required for the method is a thick walled autoclave
which can withstand the pressure of the superheated
water. A temperature gradient is produced along the
length of the autoclave so that the upper portion is
at a temperature lower than the bottom. the autoclave
is filled with the nutrient and water and closed by
self-sealing seals [91]. the seeds crystals, introduced
into the upper portion, begins to grow as the nutrient
dissolves and moves up the gradient.

Usuallyjeo increase the solubility, a minera
liser like Ia0H is to be added in different proportions.
Thus for quartz an addition oi’ 0.5K Ie.0H solution has
been found to increase the solubility considerabli [92].
Zircon single crystals have been grown by Uhrin et al [93]
They have reported that H‘-ln I-1? is a suitable

nineraliser for zircon. Addition of KOH and K2003
solutions have been reported to increase the solubility
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of tri--octahedral mica in water [94]. Single crystals

of a large number of mterials like V02, 13115012 and
A1203 have been grown by this method [95 ,96,97].

2 .6. Flux Growth

Flux growth technique is one of the most
versatile of the current techniques used to grow crystals
Flux growth is minly used to grow crystals of mteriale,
whose melting point is too high. The method utilise
the lowering of the melting point of materials in
molten salts. In the actual growth, the material is
melted with a suitable salt, preferably having the
material itself as one of the constituents. If the
material has e. positive coefficient of solubility in
the flux, the solution prepared at a high temperature
is slowly cooled. In other materials a slow evaporation
akin to the solution growth is commonly used.

Platinum crucibles are used wherever possible
due to the low reactivity. The crucibles are either
closed by a lid and welded together or partially covered.
The crucibles are embedded in the hollows made in a

refractory brick, and packed with alumina powder. The
whole assembly is then placed in a muffle furnace. The
growth run is usually performed with the help of a
temperature programer which can be programmed for

different cooling rates ranging from 1°C per hour to
4o°c per minute.
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Liter the growth, the grown.orystals can
be removed by washing in a suitable aoid which dissolves
the flux and not the crystals. the different tluree
suitable for particular materials have been listed in
the various reviews [98,99,l00]. low fluxes for new
materials oan be selected £ron.the known phase
diagrams [101] or in the absence of a phase diagram
by trial and 6ITOIe

A large number of important crystals have
been satisfactorily grown by this Iflthflde Beryllia [l02],
garnet Crystals [103] and oorunum [104] have been n
grown, to quote a few. the advantages of flux growth
are

l) the low growth temperature oompared to
the melting point of the pure material

2) the easy doping facility

3) control of stoiohiometry, and

4) simple apparatus and control.

Ehe main disadvantages of this method are that

1) the nucleation is spontaneous

2) the eraot measurement o£’ths growth
temperature is not possible.
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2.7. Growth from Gels

The gel method offers reasonable prospects
of success in the growth of single crystals of
mtsrials which cannot he grown fron melt, vapour and
solution, due to the decomposition before melting,
low vapour pressure or low solubility. Other
materials [l05,l06,l07] can also he grown by this
method to avoid the sacral strain often introduced
during growth from melt and vapour. In the gel
nethod the growth takes place at low temperatures.
The gel can be prepared in different ways. In one
nethod a solution of sodium silicate of suitable
specific gravity [106] is nixed with a component of
the final conpcund to be grown. On the top of this
the other reactant is placed in the fern of a solution.
This supplies the other component cf the material to
he crystallised and also keeps the gel from drying out.
The components slowly diffuse and react to fora the
compound. Crystals start to nucleate at the micro
flaws in the gel or at the dust particles, inherently
present in then. Another variant of the method uses
a U-tube. The gel is kept at the centre of the
vertically kept U--tube. fhe reactants, in the fora
of solutions, are kept above the gel in the two
limbs of the U-tube.
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The nucleation and growth of crystals
in the gel matrix is controlled by several parameters.
the concentration or the teed solution and the pH or
the gel have been found to affect the nucleation. The
ageing of the gel and gel density also influences the
growth and perfection of crystals [l08,l09]. the
optinmntvslues of th various parameters re: e parti
cular materiel is to be found out by trial and error.

The disadvantages of this method are the
slow grovth rate, whioh is essentially diffusion
limited, the inability to oontrol the nucleation and
the relatively Bill sizes of the eryetele obtained.



CHAPTER THREE

HDRPHDLOGY OF CRISIALS

5. 1. Introduction

The macroscopic torn and structure exhibited
by a crystal is its morphology. It has long been known
that the interplanar angles of a crystal remains the
same irrespective of the habit. Hafiy [110] observed
that the different habits ct calcite crystals can be
regenerated by stacking the small crystal units obtained
by cleaving. The study or the geometrical shape ct
crystals later led Bessel [lll] to the conclusion that
only 32 classes of symmetry are alone possible in
crystals. the attempts made by Gibbs [29] to describe
the morphology of crystals trom.a thermodynamical point

of view resulted in the formlation of the minimum
energy criterion. If 7‘ is the surface energy per unit
area of the face having an area A, then the morphology

or a crystal is determined by the integral J ysdi summed
over all the tacos. The equilibriun.habit is that for
which the integral has a minimum value. Wulff [31]
devised a method for the construction of the equilibrium
terns of a crystal. In.this construction normals are
drawn.to every face or a crystal from an interior point
flaking the length of the normal proportional to the
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surface free energy ct the respective faces s polar plot
of surface free energy can be drawn. The surface thus
generated exhibit marina and minine. It planes are now
drawn perpendicular to the normals passing through the
ninina, the morphology or the crystal can be regenerated.
The Vultt construction of crystals usually result either
in surfaces having a sharp ninins as gradual ninina. In

the former case a slight change of orientation requires
rather large energies and thus correspond to smooth
surfaces. In the latter case the energy changes involved
in nisorientation is small and the surfaces are rough.

The study of the shape of a growing crystal is
ditficult ocnpared to the analysis of the equilibrium
fern. A large number of parameters invariably appear
such as the crystal structure [ll2], supersaturation,
presence of impurities and the presence of imperfections.

3.2. Morphology and Structure

The morphology of a crystal is closely related
to the crystal form {hkl} and the interplanar spacings

dhkl. The Bravis-Friedel law [113] states that the nest
prolinent faces of a crystal are those with the largest
lattice spacings. For a cubic crystal with.a primitive

lattice,the interplanar spacings dhkl decrease with the
{ 100 }, (ll0},{lll}, {Z00} ... etc. faces. Centering
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the primitive cell, result in a doubling of the
lattice planes thus halving the interplanar spacings.
lt has been found that there exist crystals which
violates the Bravais-Friedel law. This violation has
been traced back to the presence of glide planes,
screw axes [114] and pseudo-symmetric features [ll5].

3.3. Morphology and Bonding

ihe growth of crystals involves the forntion
of strong bonds between the crystallising units. Kink
sites on crystal faces offers a more probable deposition
site than an atonically slooth surface, since they offers
at least on more bond than the free surface. Thus there
exist a periodic bond chain (PB) [116] between the
building units. Layer growth is possible only when
there is strong bonds between periodic bond chains.

Each layer is repeated at a distance of dhkl. Such
faces, with strong bonds are called F-faces. In the
absence of a bonding the nucleation probbility at all
sites is the ens and layer growth is impossible. In
this case the surface will appear stepped and is called
a S-face. In addition, kinked faces also exist, called
the Kefaces, due to the total absence of PBC's. The
different nature of bonding that exist in the various
faces of a crystal thus promotes or prevents growth to
give the crystal, the observed morphology.
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3.4. Crystal Habits

Of the various external habits exhibited by
crystals, only that of whiskers, dendrites and spherulites
are dealt with in this section, since only these morpholo
gies are of direct interest in the present context.

a) Whiskers

Whiskers are filanentary crystals which have
negligible dimensions conpred to its length. Whiskers
of a large number of substances have been reported
[:u'!,11e,n9]. The interest in whiskers is two fold.
Whiskers exhibit mechanical strength and behaviour close
to that predicted by theories. Ehe enhanced mechanical
stability of whiskers have been found to be due to the
low dislocation content. The academic interest in
whiskers have been centered around the different growth
mechanisms an structures. The technological interest in
this morphology has been.due to the direct application
potentialities, circumventing the need for the costly
an tedious cutting and polishing procedures.

Whiskers can be grown, by the solidesolid
transformation [l20], from vapour [121], fron.solution
[122] and by electromigration [l23]. the morphology ofI. f
the whiskers have been.found to depend upon the material,
growth method and temperature of growth. The various
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terms of whiskers range from uniform crystals to scrolls
and other 0OI@lQ1 forms [l24,125,l26].

The observations on.the whisker growth or
various sbstances show.that some of them grow from the
base whereas others grow at the tip. Theoretical models
to explain both these.modes ct growth have been proposed.

For the growflh tron the base, Frank [127] and Eshslby
[128] assumes the presence o£‘a hump on the surface of
the substrate, with a constraining collar at the base,
of a growing whisker. The surface traotions facilitate
the growth by supplying material at the base. The
essential meohanisl.is a Frank-Read source which operates
below the surface, with the Burgers vector norsl to the
surface. ‘User the tensile stress ot'the whisker, the
source climbs forming sheets of interstitial atoms, which
subsequently climb towards the root of the wicker adding
one atomic layer. The growth rate is thus limited by the
rate of migration of vacant sites tron the climbing
dislocation.

In the dislocation model of Frank, the existence
of a spiral dislocation with one end meeting the tree
surface and the other running as a screw into the main
mass, is assured. Anelinckr et al [l29], on the basis
of the direct observations of helical dislocations have
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proposed another mode which presumes the occurrence ct
helical dislocations.

ihe theory developed for the whiskers growing
at the tip parallels to that of bulk crystals. If the
axis or whisker growth is the direction of high density
and if the faces that hind the whisker are low energy
surfaces, the nucleation on the whisker tip will be
easier compared to the other faces. Bt the subsequent
growth, once a layer is completed on the whisker tip,
requires an additional energy. This difficulty warrants
higher supersaturations for the growth of whiskers at the
observed rates. To overcome this nucleation barrier

Sears [130] applied the screw dislocation aodel ct
Prank [42] which pressnts\a salt perpetuating spiral step.
In this model the atons are more easily acconodated at
the spiral steps enhancing the growth along the axis ct
the whisker. Thus the theory predicts a single dislocation
in.a whisker. Actual observations on the whiskers alter
etching and decoration have verified the existence ct
axial dislocations, incapable ct Iultiplicaticn [l3l].
The various observations of dislocation loops, spirals
and helices show that the dislocation model is acceptable.
The dislocation model has also been successful to account

for the branehings and kinkings observed in.whiskers¢
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In several materials the growth or dislocation
tree whiskers were observed. In these materials the

axial dislocation is not essential [l32,l$5]. Obser
vations on thee whiskers showed that selected inpurities
alone were able to inuce whisker growth, and the thinkers
always carried a hemispherical cap at the growing tip.
The investigations on these whiskers led Wagner and
Ellis [154] to the forlulation or the vapour--liquid-solid
(VLS) mechanism. In.this, the specific impurities added
tors a globule of liquid on the substrate which is kept
in equilibrium with the vapours of the material to he
gown as whiskers. the atone dissolve in the liquid
glohule and condense in turn trom.the liquid phase on
to the crystal substrate, causing the whisker crystal
to rise with the hemispherical cap.

The stability criteri one for the liquid
droplet impose restrictions on the size ct the whiskers.
Ehe minim: radius required is given by

21 VYum‘ Efigig (59)
where 1“ is the liquid-vapour interracial energ and
VI. the molar volune of the liquid.

the plausibility of this mechanism has been
‘verified, on several materials [135]. mm v-I.-s mechanism
offers control over the location ct growth, diameter of
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crystal and ultimate length. By this growth it has
been possible to grow arrays of crystals by placing
the impurities on holes made on a mask of pyrolitic
graphite kept on the substrate. The growth starts when
the crystal substrate is placed in.an atmosphere of its
cvn vapour, after lloying and removal of the mask.
Crystals of silicon [136] have been grown as whiskers
by coating the substrate with a gold tilm. The gold
dissolves silicon to form a Si-Au alloy in the form of
globules which initiates the whisker growth. the
VhL-S mechanism has been.£ound to operate on.a series

of impartant materials [l37,l38,l39,l40].

flhus at present both the dislocation model
and the V-L-8 mechanism are found satisiactory to
explain the various morphological modifications found
in.ihiskere of specific materials. The occasional
branching and kinking streets during the growth ct
whiskers have been accounted tor, in both these models.
In crystals growing by the dislocation mechanism the
kinking has been attributed to the branching of die
locations and have been observed in Iafll and other

materials [l3l]. In.whiskere groving by the VHL-S
mechanism, the kinking is produced due to the change

in the interface direction [141] and branches develop
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due to rupture oi‘ the alley droplet during the kinking
sequence.

b) Hollow whiskers

the norpholog of hollow whiskers and hopper
crystals have been observed "in crystals grown by various
methods, and from various substances [l42,~l43,l44,l45].
Hollow crystals have e. void through the center of a

cylindrical or prismatic needle. For MP2, the morphology
is that of a hollow cylinder while £or'Bb8.,, it is a
hollow: prism [14-6,147]. Though the occurrence oi s.
hollow crystal has been often related to the conditions
of growth, temperature and supersaturation, a general
qualitative theory has not been evolved. Developments
in this field upto l976 have been reviewed by Bimov [l48].
lany authors have reported the induced hollow crystal
formation on the addition or impurities [149]. On ans
the presence of impurity have been reoogised as essen
tial tor hollow crystal tormtion [l5O]. But the obser
vations of Paorioi [l5l,l52] on various other naterials
showed that hollow whiskers can also grow in the absence
of an impurity. At present the only inference that can
be mde is that, the presence of impurities is an
important, though not necesmrily an essential factor
in promoting the formation oi hollow crystals.
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The outer surfaces of hollow crystals are
usually smccth.and inner surfaces are stepped. laeda
st al [155] have described the growth of s hollow crystal
at the botton of which a cclun exist with a spiral at
top. ‘The hollow crystals reported by Iwanaga and
Shibata [154] have an opening on one of the prisnstic
walls. .Hollov cones have been reported by
Ohandrasekharaiah et al [l55]. The crystals of
Fujisaki et al [156] have the shape of a winding
spiral of hexagonal cross section. Host of the hollow
crystals have been.fcund to be single. But the hollow
crystals reported by Hckee et al [157] were found to
give rise to even powder pattern under I-ray diffract

ion, indicating the polycrystalline nature oi these
crystals. The detects on hollow crystals have been
investigated by Pujisaki [156] by s polarisation
microscope and reports a strain tree crystal. Soxnan [158]
has also observed strain tree hollow crystals of ZnS.
The etching technique has been applied to hollow crystals
[153] and the upper surfaces have been found to have s
higher density of dislocations.

the nechanisn>o£ growth of hollow crystals
was inyestigated by Frank [159]. His theory, applicable
only for specific materials having specific morphology,
is not generally applicable. Sharla et al [160] and
Iwanaga et al [154] have proposed that the prismatic
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faces of a hollow crystal are developed by the clustered
growth of whiskers and space-filling between.then. The
opening left on the crystal face has been attributed to
the abrupt cessation of growth of a.Ihisker. Teir
mechanism is substantiated by the observation of a large
number of striations parallel to the axis cf'hollow
crystals. But the polygcnised faces of a hollow crystal
requires a regular nucleation at the nucleation stage.
imelinckx [161], Ohandrasckharaiah et al [155] and
Iheda et al [153] proposed a hollow dislocation model.
In this model a narrov step expanding fron the center
outward promotes growth of th outer rim alone, by
diffusion. This model fails to give any rational
explanation for the expansion of the step outwards.
Ioshida [143] proposed that hollow crystals are formed
by the capillary rise of the nutrient along an axial
channel to the top. This is restricted to only special
cases and is not applicable to the majority.

The skeletal form theory developed by
Lenalain et al [162] assures the presence of a screw
dislocation. At low superssturations the steps offered
by the screw provides sites for nucleation. At higher
supersaturations the nucleation rate at apexes and
edges are the highest due to the enhanced heat transfer
and supersaturation. This node of growth result in
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hollows with steps inside. Iwanaga et al [163] also
suggests of the operation of a skeleton formation in
the hollow crystals. Of the different theories put
forward the neohanism.of skeletal development is found
to be most satisfactory to explain the observed morphology
of hollow crystals.

o) Dendrites

The dendritio morphology of crystals is a
highly branched structure with the different branches
oriented in crystallographic directions. This kind
of morphology has been observed in cast metals [l64],
organic materials [165] and in ionic salts [l66].
The observation.of this morphology, during the crystal
lisation of a large number of sterials from all the
three states of matter, showed that the dendritic growth
is s widespread phenomenon.

fhe dendritic mrphology is thermodynamically
unstable sinoe it requires an increase in surface energy
due to its extended surfaces, compared to the equilibrium
shape. The occurrence of dendrites show that there exist
some driving force which promotes the morphology.

Theoretical attempts have been ninly directed to find
out the critical parameters.
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Any satisfactory theory dealing with dendrites
should be able to explain the following general obser
vations. The dendritic growth usually start with the
development of a fibre. The fibre tip growing into the
molt or solution soon develops instabilities which
subsequently grow out as primary branches. The process
repeats often systematically, producing secondary and
tertiary branches, all of which are oriented
crystallographically.

The origin of dendrites have been traced to
result from the kinetics of crystal growth, as the sharp
tip offers a diffusion controlled growth process by the
diffusion of either latent heat or solute [l67]. Tiller
et al [168] recognised the importance of the local
constitutional.undercooling in the unidirectional crystal
growth. The constitutional supercooling if small, produces
cellular perturbations on the crystal surface and if large,
lead to the formation of dendrites [l64]. The model was
extended by Mullins and Sekerka [169] who showed that
sinusoidal perturbations develop at the planar interface

of a growing needle and that these perturbations will grow
in 1 nsnner predicted by theory. The theory of the
morphological stability has been applied on ice cylinders
grcwin8 in water with minute impurity and excellent
agreement between theory and experiment have been
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found [l70,l7l,l72]. The Hnlline-Sekerk theory in
applicable only in the initial etagee ct the perturhaticz
and has not yet been extended to account for the ccnplet¢
developed dendrite. Jackson’: [173] investigations on
the structure of interface revealed that the different
materials can be classified ae thoee having rough inter
face with high mobility and ac thcee having a smooth
interface with low nobility. The low nobility nateriale
grew with faceted morphology while thcee with high

ability grow dendritically. the surface tension at the
interface ie another conetraint which deterninee the
dendritio growth ct a material [I74].

Once the perturbations have grown into
dendrites, new parameters like the velocity of dendrite:
and the arm epacing etc. enter into the analysis.
Attempts to predict the grcwth.velccity ct a dendrite
in terns or the euperooeling were made by Ivateew [175
Telkin [176] and Trivedi [117].e~~ .0

fhe theories aeeunw the tip cf a growing
dendrite to be a parallel aided needle with a hemi
spherical cap cf radiue1f- The needle having a OOI

eiticn.G‘ is at solute equilihriun.with an.adjacen'
having a concentration O’, at the interface and 0,
away £rcn.it. Ihe growth velocity v requiring a
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material, equal to v:|v2(O§ - 0;) is given by

V‘I|°2(Cp - ¢,) . [D(C5 - co) 21,21/F (so)

ie v - (21)/f )-0-o (61)
where is the supersaturation defined by

11,- (05 - 6°) /05 -0,. (62)
Qhe equation (61) shows that the growth velocity
increases with the decrease of the dendritic radius
Purdy [176] has shown that as the radius P becomes
small, the capillary effect of the surface tension 7
also have to be taken into the analysis.

Introduction of the capillary constant G modifies the
equation (61) as

v I 21>/P [-“»- (G/9)] (63)
Now the velocity of growth exhibits a marina at a

critical radius F0. The maximum growth velocity vat
occurs at dv/df -1 0 and is given by

vm - D-n-oz/25 ($4)
The incorporation of the other constraint into this
equation further reduces the velocity. fhe interface
nobility [173] thus influences the growth velocity
according to the equation

v - <2»/r) {1 - ( '1/p) - v/Into,-<=,,)]} <65
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Observations on a large number of dendrites showed that
the dendritic tip in.reality had the shape of a paraboloid
of revolution [l75]. Due to the curvature at the tip,
the interface new is no mare isc-concentrate and this
reduces the velocity. The models of Temkin [176] and
Trivedi [177] takes these into consideration. A detailed
theoretical discussion on the formation of dendrites has
been given in.the review of Langer [l79].

Glicksman [lB0] comparing the different analysis
finds that they all result in the same relation between
velocity and supercooling differing only in numerical
constants. All relations contains a constant

where c is the thermal diffusivity St is the entropy of
fusion, L is the enthalpy of fusion, GP is the specific
heat of the liquid and 183 is the solid-liquid interfacial
energy. He further shows that the theories of Trivedi [177]
and ‘HBhP@11OkIIlfl [181] are more successful than the theory
of Ivatsov, with an universal value for the growth rate
exponent. Banger et al [182] have proposed that the
maximum velocity criterion is to be replaced by the

condition that, vf? I a constant. Their measurement of
v and f’ as functions of the supercooling Ae show close
agreement with the Glicksmsn's result. Langer et al
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assuming a tip shape of a paraholoid of revolution.
successfully explained the sinusoidal surface instabili
ties oscillating on the surface of the tip.

Though the majority of constraints involved in
dendritio grovth has been identified and evidence etor
the existence of a universal lav of the dendritic growth
has been.ohtained [l83]. a satisfactory theory which can
he rigorously verified experimentally is yet to be
evolved.

d) Bpherulitee

The spherulitio morphology, exhibited hy
minerals [l84], polymers [185] and other lateriale [lB6],
consists of spherically symmetric crystallin aggregates.
This macroscopic spherical symmetry is in violation with
the uni£orm.packing of microscopic unite. Ehe spherulites
thus radiate, fron.a nucleus vith the substructure of
needles, with.sall angle hranchings, to till the area
created by the outwardly increasing volume. A satis
factory elucidation of the factors, which give rise to
and control the anomalous and exceptional growth of
spherulites, has been a longbstanding problem.in the
theory oi crystal growth.

The ezperinental iindings on the spherulitio
crystallisation.show that this node of growth is restricted
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to nclts having high viscosities. The extinction
behaviour under crossed polaroids [187] and the study
of micro beam.I~ray diffraction [188] of spherulites
indicate that the substructure is oriented along some
preferred crystallographic direction.and lies parallel
to or alnst parallel to the radial direction. The
small angle branching'has been observed to result by
the splitting ct the parent fiber in non-crystallo
graphic directions. The redial growth rate under
isothermal conditions remains constant, once the growth
starts from a heterogeneously nucleated centre. The
cross secticnl area of substructure depends on the
temperature of crystallisation being very small at
large undercooling and prismatic needles with isometric
cros sections at sall undercoolings.

According to Icith.and Padden [IBS], the
steady state growth of a spherulite at a constant
radial rate, though resembles the dendritic mode of
growth with side branches, differs tron it in various
ways. Whereas the dendritio growth proceeds with the
branching in crystallographic directions due to the
instabilities at the growing tip, the spherulites grow
by small angle branching in non-crystallographic

\

directions. The dendritic growth rate, solely controlled
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by the diffusion of heat and matter, is considered to be
ncnwlineert The spherulitic growth obeys e linear growth
law of the form G 1 f(i). Keith et al argues that the
growth rate and periodic splitting is essentially
controlled by the presence of impurities and by the rate
of heat transfer at the interface.

A crystal growing into the melt containing
impurities, will reject the impurities so as to result
in an increased impurity concentration at the growing
interface. fhe impurity concentration in the steady
state for a crystal growing with a velocity G is given
W

0(1) I 09 eIP (-0:/D);+ 0“ (67)
where 0° is the concentration of excess impurity at
the interface, C; is the concentration of the impurity
in the bulk melt and D is the diffusion coefficient for
impurity in the melt. In nonpstirred melt the rejection
cf impurities will result in a layer of impurity of
thickness 6 I D/G. Considering a spherical nucleus, it
is thus covered by a thin layer of impurities. In the
interface there will exist s high impurity concentration
and low temperature gradient producing a slow linear
growth, But due to the high viscosity, the bulk liquids
has s large superoooling and a low diffusion coefficient, D
this reduces the impurity layer thickness end any
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accidental projections into the melt will result in
rapid growth. This instabilities of the growing surface
does not result in the production of thermal dendrites

sine the vaue of Gfar is very sill, where 45! is the
undercooling. Due to the instability the planar inter
face breaks up into a series of fiberous projections
leaving the inter-fiber region impurity rich.

The branching of the fibers should be the
result of some singularities like dislocations and

temperature gradients. _The growing interface of a
fiber is persistent only if 6 is sall. If 6 increases
to great values the growing fiber will develop singula
rities invariably resulting in the growth of brandhes.
These branches thus have the sane crystallographic
orientation as the parent fiber but will be oriented
slightly to it.

Ihe theory developed by Keith and Padden,
though superficially accounts for the growth of spherulites
of different materials, is not rigorous in the sense that
it cannot explain the various complex features exhibited.
The role of impurities in spherulitic growth have been
questioned [I89]. The morphology of spherulites often
depart from the ideal case of identical substructure
orientation. In selenium cylindrites [186] an arm to
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arm variation of orientation has been reported. In
conclusion it my be stated that though the basic
parameters involved in spherulitio growth has been
identified, theoretical and experimental investigations
are yet to be done to ascertain the neehanisn of growth
particularly in substances other than polyners.



CHAPTER.FUUR

DISLOCATIOHS IR CRYSTALS

4.1. Introduction

Dislocations are line defects present in
an otherwise periect crystal. A dislocation is
characterised by.two components namely, l) the path
of the line in the crystal and 2) the ‘Burgers vector’,
which is a measure of the strength of the dislocation.
A dislocation line is surrounded by strongly disturbed
material while tar away from the line the crystal is
perfect. The Burgers vector is defined by comparing
the detect crystal with a perfect crystal. It a closed
circuit is drawn on the surface ct a perfect crystal by
atom-to-atom steps, it will torn a closed path. The
sane sequence, it followed in.the defect crystal, around
a dislocation exhibit a closure failure. This closure
failure can be described by means ct a vector pointing
tron the end to the beginning of the circuit, called
the Burgers vector. This vector will have a magnitude
equal to the multiples of the translation vector.

The Burgers vector can mks any angle with
the dislocation line, between the two limiting cases
ct the vector being perpendicular to the dislocation
line and being parallel to it. In the former case the
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dislocation is celled an edge dislocation and in the
latter a screw dislocation. Ihe atomic arrangements
at an edge dislocation and screw dislocation are shown
in figures (3) and (4). In general the dislocations are
curved and exhibits a mired character.

4.2. The Strain and Stress fields around Dislocations

ihe material, surrounding the dislocation, is
highly strained. The different forces that the
surroundings exert on the dislocation line can be
analysed by assuming the crystal to be an elastic
solid and excluding a cylinder having a radius of
stonio dimensions around the dislocation line from it.

For an elastically isotropic material the
strain field around a straight dislocation can be
discussed accurately. For a dislocation that extend
in the Z-direction in cylindrical polar coordinates

(r,9., s), the deviation from the initial position, 2°
in the imperfect crystal can be expressed as,

2 -I 1° + u(z°) (68)
where x is the position of s point in the imperfect
crystal and ro is the corresponding point in the perfect
crystal. u(x°) is a vector with components (uw).
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For e. screw dislocation, tb helical arrange
ment of stone suggest a deforntion

u(r- 9 J) - 0 (69)
7(3'-'0 9 05) I  (79)

and \r(r.e .=> - -3-; 9 <11)
there b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector and
has a range of 2:. This deformation converts the xy
plane into a screw plane pointing in the z-direction.
A similar treatment on an edge dislocation yields,

u(r, 9 ,5) II b/2i[ 9+ ] ('72)

v(r, 9 ,5) I -b/2z[ %'i-if?-;)log(r) 4- ]
(73)

w(r,6 ,2) II 0 (74)
the Burgers circuit can be expressed as

B I § gfi ds (75)
The evaluation of this integral for a screw dislocation
with 6 as variable gives

1,1 - s2 - o (76)
2:§3 :3/2I{fl.6 Cbo

and for an edge dislocation

5 - 01.0.0) ('18)
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the stress field is coupled to the strain
field. The strain field is a vector field and the stress
field is a tensor field. The stress field can be best
described by considering a cube with force components on

the surfaces. In the cylindrical polar coordinates the
edges are set parallel to the rq 9 and s axes. In the

orthogonal cartisian system it oi, oz and cs are the
stresses on the faces perpendicular to the x, y and s
axes, the equilibrium of the cube will lead into six
independent stresses forming a tensor,

"11 “12 "13
6’ t 6 621 22 2 3 (  )
“:1 “:2 “:3

In the case of a right handed screw dislocation
described in cylindrical coordinates (79) reduces to

0 0 0

U’

with on - cg‘ - 2-E? (a1)
where G is the shear modulus. Thus the shear stress
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acts on the plane normal to the 9 -direction. For
an edge dislocation the stresses are

rob611 I622 86:: Ides I T3139
(82)

toton -= are -= + -5- Cole (83)
1 b

on -I on an - -g— 25 Sine (84)

where Q is the Poisson ratio and to I G/2a(l-Q ).
A detailed derivation oi’ the above equations is
given by Hirth and Lethe [l90].

A dislocation possesses a physical indi
viduality and can be put into notion by the appli
cation of forces. If an edge dislocation of strength b,
traverse through the whole crystal of length l and
breadth a under a shear ‘stress 1, one part will get
displaced with respect to other by b. The work done
by the total force on the crystal is then given by,

I I ‘I(l a) b (85)
this my be also considered as the work done by a
force on the dislocation.V-Itla (B6)
where i’ is the force per unit length oi’ the dislocation,
l is the length of tin dislocation and a, the distance
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moved by the dislocation. Comparing (85) and £86)I = 1-b (e7)
In general, the force di on a dislocation is given by

df I b [ob x dl] (88)
where b is the Burgers vector, dl is the vector element

in the direction of the dislocation line and ob, the
stress norml to b. The equation (88) is known as the
Peach and Koehler formula [l9l]. It gives the force
which act on a dislocation in a stress field. The stress
field my arise from external forces or from the stress
fields of other dislocations.

In the case of two parallel screw dislocations
with one of them along the z-axis the stress is given by
equation (Bl).

°b "°ez " 'g':?“e (89)
The force per unit length of the dislocation line is

obtained by substituting this value of ob in equation (B8)

t-|'B|;,%-(u9=u,)- -3%-,2;a, (90)

where or, n and as are the unit vectors in the r, and
s directions in cylindrical polar coordinates [l92]. This
force is repulsive and is c l/r. For s right handed
screw and a left handed screw the force becomes attractive
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A similar treatment for the edge dislocations

2 up
xx-b-an - ‘J ‘F +,z)2" (91)

nth 1° - 2%.:-9) G2)

gves

the equation shows the existence of tour segments
the segments are characterised by

1. x>O \:l>\¥| 1’: > O

2-=>0 |x\<w\ tx<0
3.:<0 lx|(\¥l ix) 0
4.::<0 |x|>I7\ £x< 0
It is seen that the stable oontigurations for tvo parallel
edge dislocations exist at 2 I 0 an! for two edge dis
locations of opposite sign at lx\ I |y\ .

4.3. Dielooation Reactions

a) Goalesoenoe of dislocations

A dislocation oen interact with another to torn
a single dislocation. This unification need not take plaee
along the whole length of the dislocation line but may
result in nodes. The Frank's law of conservation of
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Inrgere vectors states that the sun or Burgers vectors
flowing into the node is equal to the sun ct mrgere
vectors flowing out oi‘ the node. In nethemtioal torn
it nay be written asis‘ i

Z b1(in) - Z b:(o\-it) (95)1 3
Ihcugh the above condition conserves the Bargero vector
it does not indicate whether the reaction will take place
or not, The probability ct reaction depends on the change
in the energ during the reaction. hkine an eppronletion
that the energy per unit length of the dislocation line is
directly proportional to the square of the Burgers vector,
the criterion tor combination of two dislocations my be
written as,

bi + ti > t§ (94)
where bl and b2 are the hrgers vectors or the two
dislocations, combining to torn e. dislocation or

strength by By the node condition

bl +1»: - b3 (95)
this indicate that the three vectors should torn e
triangle geometrically. The stability decreases as the
triangle passee from an acute angled one to a right
angled end then to an obtuse angled one.
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b) Dislocation.Imltiplication

The participation of a large number of
dislocations in plastic deformation requires generation
of fresh dislocations within the crystal. A dis
looation.nay provide such a source for the production
of infinite nnnber of new dislocations under certain

contigurations. Frank and Read [193] have proposed
a mechanism by which dislocation multiplication can
occur. The different stages of dislocation production
under this mechanism are shown in figure (5). The
dislocation line ABCD with a Burgers vector b has a
portion BC, on the slip plane. In this case only
those parts on BC can move while AB and CD remains

anchored at B and C. On applying a snll stress, BC

curves out and get unstable due to the imbalance of
forces arising out of the curvature or the dislocation
line. The line tension T, defined as the self energy
per unit length of the dislocation is given by

1‘ ~ -3; los (R/Sb) (96)
where R is the radius or curvature and G is the shear
modulus. The line tension or a curved dislocation
segment produces a force per unit length with a
lgnitude of

Ir! - 2:/12 9; (91)
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In the present configuration the curvature of the
segment BC, under th applied stresses equals, l, the
length of the segmnt. Thus the applied stress is given
as

o ~ zen/1. (9a)
Uhen.the points P and P‘ shown in the figure, which

have opposite signs meet, they annihilate. A dislocation
loop is thus pinched off and BO returns to the original
position. By repeating this process infinite number of
dislocations having the same Burgers vector, can be
produced.

e) Grain boundaries

A grain.houndary is the border line of two
grains of the same mterial nisoriented at an angle to
each other. Bragg [194]-and Burgers [195] suggested a
dislooation.model of the grain boundary taking into
consideration the energy change associated with the
spacial configuration of dislocations. they shoved that
the atomic misfit between two grains at small angles at
the boundary result in an array of individual dislocations.
the misfit can be produced by either a rotation of a
grain relative to the other placed below; or by the
relative orientation change in adjacent grains. The
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fsrner is called a twist boundary while the latter is a
tilt boundary. The geometry of two nisoriented grains
automatically result in an array or edge dislocations.
The spacings between t individual dislocations is a
function of nisorientation 9». The greater is the angle
the closer is the spacings of the dislocations in the
boundary. The relation between 9 and the spacings D is9 - B/n (99)
where b is th magnitude of the Brgers vector of the
dislocations. The grain bounary possesses an energy
and can love under stresses in special cases [l96].

4'0 ‘e cl-CIYIQQ.

In bittle materials the application of large
enough forces result in the breaking up of the crystal
into two, along a closed packed plane. This process,

P

called cleavage can be describ§P satisfactorily in terns
or dislocations. Since the cleavage is not an instant
aneous process, it should start tron an initial crack
and should propagate from point to point to bring out
cleavage. The process involves the production of two
tree surfaces and hence require large energies. Cleavage
can be brought out by the ditfusionless climb of dis
locations. The crack trout produces the dislocations
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due to the applied stress and these ‘cleavage
dislocations‘ climb without diffusion in the cleavage
plane» It a dislocation of strength h climbs normal
to its glide plane to sweep out an area ds, an.espty
volume dV is left out given by

dV 1 ds-b n ds-b-Bin»? (100)

‘where c’ is the angle nade by the dislocation line with
its Burgers vector b. If the atomic volume is taken
as b? then,

4;/-, .. $1 -= fifsiny (101)
gives the distribution or atomic detects, vacancies or
interstitials. the force, Fl, per unit length of the
line necessary for climb is given by [l97],

PI I U: GI/dl

- (er/1,2) einq» (102)
where'U¢ is the energy ct formation of atomic detects.

Cleavage is contined to the closed packed
crystallographic planes due to the low surface tree
energy. rho cleavage process often produces river
patterns on the newly created surfaces. The origin or
these patterns have been traced due to the interaction
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of the cleavage crack with the numerous dislocations
piercing the cleavage plane. The visible steps have
been found to be a combination of smaller steps and
steps of opposite sign have been.found to annihilate
each other. In general the steps are curved except in
ionic solids which has highly anisotropic surface
tensions. In ionic solids the steps often have a
sighsagging shape running along the closed-packed
crystallographic directions.

4.5. Plastic Deformation

the plastic deforntion in.a crystal occurs
by the novessnt of lasellse of the crystal,one over
the other. The displacement takes place along specific
planes called slip planes and specific directions called
slip directions. the slip planes and slip directions
are usually closed-packed ones. The intersection of
slip planes on the surface during slip produce lines
and hands, on it. the slip traces are straight if only
one set of planes is active in slip and are wavy if
there exist sore than.one set of slip-planes. Clustering
slip lines to fcrs.slip hands have been observed one
several substances.

In.ths microscopic fora the slip involves a
movement of a periodic atomic layer over another.
Equilibrium positions with minimum energy are separated
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by intermediate positions or nazinnn energy. Thus the
stress required to overcome the nximun energy points
during slip has a sinusoidal nature expressed as

o I $3; Bin  (.103)
where b is the period of the lattice and a is the
inter atomic distance. s gives the stress required for
a displacement or x. The theoretical elastic limit is
thus given by

09 I Gb/21a (104)
Actual observations showed that the theoretical value

is tar greater than the stresses required to bring out
slip.

ihe introduction oi the idea of dislocations
solved this problem. The edge dislocations and screw
dislocations present in the crystal can love under low
stresses and will cause slip resulting in traces with a
step height equal to the Burgers vector.

Yeierls [198] and Rabarro et al [199] calculated
the energy required to move a dislocation over a barrier
of sinusoidal nature, and obtained an expression of the
£orn.given in equation (103). The activation energy A»!
per unit length under a critical stress 0; is given as

2

AU f\! gk exp (-Zsa/Kb) (105)
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Qhe critical stress is given by

s§ I (26/I) exp (-21a/Kb) (106)
where I 0 l or (l~§>) depending on the nature of
dislocation involved namely whether edge or screw

The minimum energy, We is given.by

W0 ~ (eh /4:1) 1°; (5?) (107)
fhe critical shear 0° calculated from equation (107)
is much lover than that obtained from equation (104)
and approaches the experimental values. This theory
is capable of giving only the order of magnitude which
varies from a large value for ntallic crystals to a
low value for covalent or ionic crystals.

4-6. Direct Observation of Dislocations

For the direct-observation of dislocations

a variety of techniques have been developed, all of
which utilises either the atomic disorder or the increased
strain energy at dislocations. The different techniques
described here are rather supplementary to each other
than individually sufficient in completely characterising
the dislocations.

a) Etching
The treatments on the etching process and

formation of etchpite at dislocation sites are focussed
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around the strain energy or core energy of dislocations.
Though the elastic strain is known to promote localised
etching [Z00], the role of it in the formation of etch
pits at dislocation sites is questionable. The screw
dislocation possesses pure shear stress fields which
vanishes at the surface except at the core, whereas
strain energy associated with an edge dislocation is
retained at the surface and extends to a considerable
distances beyond the core. This difference in energies
are not reflected in the etch rates in many crystals [201]

.¢

Both screw an edge dislocations have been revealed by
etching.. It has been proposed that the deciding factor
is the dislocation core energy rather than the elastic
energy [Z92]. Same arguments against the role of elastic
strain energy in dissolution.and in favour of the role
of core energy are given below.

l). In metals, where the core energy of dis
locations is less than other materials it is difficult
to reveal dislocations. In covalent and ionic materials
the preferential etching is produced easily which has
greater core energy. Metals, covalent and ionic mterials
have the same strain energy associated with dislocations.

2) In,a tilt boundary where the dislocations
are close to each other the stress fields should cancel
and hence should not be as eaily revealed as individual
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dislocations. But different dislocations have been known
to etch at approximately equal rate in a specific crystal.
The necessity of impurity segregation for the nucleation
of etch pits have also been questioned. Thus, though

there is conclusive proof that the dislocations are
revealed by etch pits, the etching process is not clearly
understood.

i) Chemical, solvent and therml etching

The chemical etching involves the utilisation
of enhanced chemical reactivity at the dislocation. In
this technique the crystal is imersed in a ohesical
reagent which will react with the crystal mterial to
form products, soluble in the reagent it self or in any
other non-reactive solvent. The difference in chemical
reactivity along different crystallographic directions
result in the symmetrical development of etch pita. roe
a crystal, the dissolution rates on various faces differ
widely to such an extent that an etchant is capable of
revealing dislocations only on certain faces.

The solvent etching, where the crystal is
immersed in the solvent or in an undersaturated solution
of the material, is also effective in bringing out dis
looations. The process involves no chemical reaction
but depends on the increased solubility at the dislocation
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sites. Several authors have listed etchants suitable
for revealing dislocations in.various crystals [203,204].

to ascertain that the etch pits are produced
at sites of dislocations the following observations are
usually made. It the crystal exhibits a cleavage the
etch patterns on the matched cleavage faces obtained
sculd show a 1 z 1 correspondence. The successive
etching of the sane surface should not result in the
spurious development of new pits, but should deepen and
widen the existing pits.- Etching both sides or a thin
flake shculd exhibit similar etch patterns.

Sole etchants are capable of distinguishing
between edge and screw dislocations [ZO5]. The deli—
neation of dislocations at grain boundaries and the
ability to reveal fresh disocations produced by
scratching [206] or indentation [207] can also be taken
as evidence that the etchant is capable of delineating
the dislocations

Ihernal etching has also proved to be useful
in revealing dislocations. In this technique the crystal
is kept at a high temperature, often assisted by a hot
stream of inert gas or air. In thermal etching, pits
are produced by the easy sublimation ct atone or~nolecules
loosely bound at th dislocation.
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ii) Morphology of etch pits

Several factors influence the morphology ct
etch pits. The importance of crystal structure in
determining the etch pit shape have been shown by

-'.

Wooster [208]. He has shown that the etch pits on
various faces or cuprite, quarts and tourmaline crystals
have shapes related to the atomic arrangements on these
faces, and exhibit often the symetry of the faces. In
tellurium crystals, the etch pits have been shown to
depend strongly'upon the crystal structure [209]. the
morphology of etch pits also depends on the characteri
stics of the etchants used [no]. Bomiah at al [211]
have studied the etfect of chemical reagents used for
dislocation etching on the morphology of etch pits.
In.BaFBr crystals the orientation of etch pit edges
have been reported by them to change £rom¢:l00;> direction
to < 110 > direction with change of etchants. On the

cleavage faces or K20-Sr0-Bb205 crystals a change or
etchant have heen.foun to produce a striking di£fer—
ence in the shape of etch pits [Z12]. Impurities present
in the crystal as well as intentionally added to the
etchant, have been reported to change the morphology ct

etch pits. The addition of CdI2 in the formic acid-water
etchant for BaIBr crystal have been reported to produce

a cmngc in the shape oi’ pits from pyramidal to \
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octagonal [2ll]. The presence of excess potassimn ions,
preferentially segregated at dislocations in

IQO-Sr0-Ib205,systen, have been sggested to explain
the appearance of etch hillocks [2l3]. The morphology
is also influenced by the nature of dislocations and
their relative orientation.with the surface. Livingston
[214] have found that in copper crystals, the pits at
edge dislocations differ narkedlp in depths according
to the sign. Gilnan et al [215] have reported an etchant
for Li? to distinguish between edge and screw dislocations.
the relative orientation of the dislocation.with the
surface affects the symmetry of pits. the dislocation
if perpendicular to the surface will produce symmetrical
pits while any deviation from it produce asymmetry [2o3].
If the dislocations are parallel or alrmst parallel to
the surface,etch grooves or pits elongated in.he dire
ction of dislocations will result [Z16]. The etch pit
shapeshave been utilised by Ito st al [217] in

BrxBa1_xIb20‘ crystals.to distinguish helical dislocations.

The movement of dislocations have been known

to produce flat bottomed pits in several crystals [Z18].
Plat bottomed pits have been observed also due to abrupt
bending away of dislocations at cleavages and at points
of surface irregularities. The successful formation of
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an etch pit is also influenced by the etching rates

along the dislocation line (RD), parallel to the
surface (BL) and perpendicular to the surface

(av) [2011 .

Depending upon the relative values of the
etching rate the morphology of pits will change. For

RD > BL, conical etch pits with curved faces will
result. If RD > Ev > BL then the pits will exhibit e.
terraced structure. In cases where RD > RA > RV,
well defined etch pits have been found to result,

where RA is the etching rate perpendicular to the
faces that bind the pit.

b) Decoration

The decoration technique involves the pre
ferential deposition of impurity atoms along the dis
location line. the dislocations get decorated by
foreign atoms due to the following reasons.

1. the dislocation stress field, in the presence
of an edge component will attract foreign atoms.
2. Along the dislocation line, an enmnoed
diffusion nobility helps to feed the impurity atone,
to nucleate and to precipitate.
3. A dislocation can act as a source of vacancies
by ‘climb’. This further promotes the growth of the
precipitate .
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the introduction of s material as an impurity
can be efiected by a variety of techniques. The photo
lytic silver has been used to decorate Agcl and AgBr
crystals by Hedges et al [2l9]. Amelinckx et al [220]
have used the enhanced diffusion of impurity material“
during high temperature annealing. The three dimensional
di slooation configuration can be conveniently examined

by optical microscopy or ultranicroscopy it the snple
is transparent. flfhe min disadvantages oi’ the technique
are that l) the method is destructive and 2) the method
requires specific impurities for decorating specific
mterials.

Ham of the dislocation configurations like
helical dislocations and Frank--Read sources have been

observed with this technique. The alkali halides have
been decorated by gold particles to reveal spiral steps
and the dissolution phenomena [22l,222]. The occur
rence ot axial dislocations in whiskers, as predicted
by Sears [ZL30], have been observed in whiskers by
decoration. Good reviews on the decoration techniques
are given by several authors [$905,223].

n

c) I--ray topographic technique

Line broadening in I-ray diffraction due to
the structural deformation has been known as early as

1931 [224]. A double crystal spectrometer has been
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‘used to detect the imperfections of crystals which has
a high density of dislocations. The line broadening
technique is limited to crystals having dislocation
densities grdater than l05 per cmg. In crystals with
lesser dislocation densities the line broadening is
negligible and.nethods suitable for napping individual
dislocations are to be used.

Various configurations of I-ray bean, crystal
orientation and photographic film, to reveal individual
dislocations have been developed by several authors.
Borrnnn et al [225] used the anomalous transmission of
I-rays in crystals. The regions of disorder was marked
by regions of reduced intensity in the photographic plate
kept in contact with the crystals. Barrett [226] oriented
the crystal and film to collect only the Bragg reflected
rays. The dislocations were seen to be marked by regions
of higher intensity, in contact to the Borrnann's
technique. The various other configurations have been
described by Uebb [227].

Ehelmost frequently used topographic technique

is that of Lang [Z28]. In his technique a well collimated
Ipray beam.is allowed to fall on the specimen, set at the
Bragg angle, tar reflection. The direct bean transmitted
by the crystal is stopped by a sheild while the diffracted
beam is allowed to fall on a photographic £ilm.through a
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slit. The film and crystal is moved together to scan
the whole sample. In this method the strain flield
around a dislocation reduces the prilary extinction to
result in areas of greater intensity. Large crystals
upto 1" r 1" can.be easily scanned and photographs can
be obtained which shove the dislocations as areas or

increased intensity.

The general condition far the visibility of
‘¢
:

a detect is that it produces a sufficiently large
disturbance of the set of reflecting planes used.
For dislocations, in terns of the Burger vectors b
and dit£raction.vector E, this means a minimun.contrast
tor E-b - 0 and a naxisun.£or E u b.

The topographic techniques have been reviewed

by several anthers [223,229,230,23l]. The method have
Q

been succeestullyiueed to characterise various crystals
[231,233,234]. The disadvantages of this method are

»

the long exposures required and the limitation of nagni
tication to photographic enlargement. Higher speeds and
resolution have been attained by the use or synchrotron
radiation, in.the X—ray range [235r236]»

d) Blectron.nicroscopy

Electron microscopy has been successfully ueed

to study dislocations by Hirsch ct a1 [Z57]. Electron
microscopy lay be used either in transmission or
retlectiongndee.
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In the transmittive node the electron been is

allowed to fall on the crystal specimen, suitably thinned
by chemical methods or otherwise. Ihe Bragg reflection
fro! the various {hkl]-planes forms different diffracted
beans. Beans that make equal inclination to the vertical
axis of the microscope are focuesed in the hack focal
plane to form the diffraction pattern.

The theory of this highly useful technique
has been extensively developed by Hirsch et sl [Z38].
The visibility of defects in thin samples arises out
of the elastic stress field existing around any defect.
This causes bending of the Bragg reflecting planes {hkl}.
The planes either stack together towards or away from
the nornl position to decrease or increase the scatter
ing amplitude. The dislocation thus appears as a line
of changed brightness. The contrast hecons sero for
g-h I 0, where g is the reciprocal lattice vector normal
to {hkl} planes and h is the Burgers vector. The technique
has been described in detail by Anelinckx [zzo].

In the ref1eotion.node, the back scattered
electrons from the surface is used to observe the
dislocations. The method, developed by Clarke [239]
and lbrin at al [240]. utilises either electron.cnission
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or cathodoluminenoenoo of the solid upon bombardment

with electrons. The crystal detect pattern and the
oathodolumineeoent pttern has been shown to have one
to-one correspondence by Tajina at al [241]



CHAPTER FIVE

ELECTRICAL COHDUCTIVITI OF ORGANIC CRYSTALS

5.1. Introduction

The conduction_phenomens in organic crystals
is complicated by the molecular nature of bonding and
large relaxation times involved. the extended band
model, successfully used to explain the semiconduction
of inorganic materials like Bi and Ge, cannot be applied
as such to the organic materials. In molecular crystals
the crystal interaction perturb the molecular levels
only slightly, as evidenced by the similarity of photo
oonduction.and absorbtion spectra in vapour, solution
and crystalline materials and hence the mechanism of
conduction should be predominantly molecular. The
involvement of metastable triplet state in the conduction
mechanism has been reported by Rosenberg [242] and

florthrop et al [Z43]. According to the triplet state
theory the triplet states of the individual molecules
combines to £orm.a Bloch orbital which serves as a

conduction band. Optical excitation [242] or thermal
activation [244] would put the molecules in their first
excited singlet state, from which they would then thermally
degenerate into the triplet conduction band. A similar
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approach by Eloy [245] takes into consideration the
tunnelling probability of an electron from.some excited
state to the excited states of neighbouring molecules.

These and other models have been described

in detail by several authors [246,247].

On the experimental part, the electrical
measurements on organic crystals are beset with diffi
culties not encountered in inorganic crystals. Intensive
purifications are often required to remove the various
impurities inherently present in commercially available
material. The difficulty of growing large and perfect
single crystals of many organic materials have forced
many workers to use either compact powders or other poly
crystalline samples. Finally, the large impedenoe of
organic materials and the low mechanical stability of
crystals imposes restrictions on the measuring instruments
and sample holders. The input impedance of the instrument
should be preferrably above 1019 ohms. ‘At these high

resistance values the necessity of proper shielding and
removal of water vapour becomes acute.

rho specimen for electrical measurements can
be prepared in the farm.of thin.filns, compacted powders
cast slabs, or single crystals. Since the anisotropy of
conduction is of interest in elucidating the mechanism
involved s single crystal is preferred whenever possible.
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The electrical contacts can be made by painting,
evaporation or by melting. Of the different contacts,
the evaporated ones seems to be widely accepted. To form
an ohmic contact, electron or hole injecting electrolytic
contacts have been used by Kallmann et al [247]. Holders,
suitable for the various specimens have been described
by several authors [248,249,250].

5.2. Observable Parameters

the mechanism or conduction in orgnic solids
can only be investigated by measuring a series of para
meters. The dark conductivity and its variation.with.a
variable function is often measured by dc or ac methods.
The electrical conductivity in fihe various directions in
a single crystal is to be measured to study the anisotropy
of conduction. The dimensions of the sample also
influences the conduction. The current I flowing through
a crystal for a given voltage V is inversely proportional
to the length of the sample and directly proportional to
the cross-sectional area a. The measurement of the varia
tion ot dark conductance with the magnitude oi applied
voltage often helps to distinguish betveen ohmic and
space charge limited currents.

The conductivity of organic crystals very often
follows a relation of the form

c - doilp (-E/ZKE) (108)
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If'a plot of the logarithm of the conductivity against
1/T is drawn, the activation.energy E can be calculated.

fho conductivity depends on the drift nobility
and density of carriers and hence their neasurenente are
desired wherever possible. Drift nobility is defined as
the distance travelled in the field direction by a carrier
in unit tine in a unit field. The drift nobility is
differentiated from macroscopic nobility by the fact that
while the former is dependent on the extent of trapping
the latter is dependent on the notion between traps. the
drift nobility is inversely proportional to the number
of traps and their depth. Iany et al [251] used the
relation,

<1 - esla ¢11>(-B/K1) (109)
to measure the nobility, where is the electronic
charge, p is the nobility and la the number of charge
carriers. Iallnann [252] lodified this Bitple equation
SI

o - (n°n°)"*; OXp(-E0/21!!) (no)

where I§ is the density of donor states and nu is the
density of states in a band, u is the mobility and Bo
the difference in the energy between the donor level
and conduction hand.
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The sign of the majority carriers involved in
the conduction can be determined by measuring the Hall
coefficient. To measure the Hall coefiicient the crystal
is to he prepared in the form or a rectangular bar. A
magnetic field H‘is applied perpendicular to a flat
surface while a current I is passed through a direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The voltage Vfi
which appears on the remaining faces perpendicular to
both the magnetic field and current direction is measured.

The Hall coefficient RB defined asRH = VB/IH
and the sign of YE determines the sign or the charge
carriers. If the conduction is brought out by only one
kind of carriers,

RH " 1/fee (112)
where F is the concentration of carriers,¢z the electronic
charge and o, the velocity of light. If both carriers are
present and ii P and n denote their concentration and h
denotes the ratio or-the mobilities of negative to positive
carriers, then,

R _ - (P-nbz)/(p-I-nb)2ec (113)
The measurement of Hall voltages in organic crystals and
the theoretical validity of the conventional formulae in
organics have been well documented [253,254,255].
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The study or photoconduction.along with the
absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra
often helps to elucidate the different energy levels
involved in the electrical conduction mechanism. In
the pulsed- photoconduotivity method developed by

Kepler [256] and Leblanc [Z57], a crystal is placed in
between two electrodes of which, one is a conducting

in
semitransparent electrode. A light pulse of l p sec.

.5

duration from a £lash_tube is allowed to fall onlthe
crystal through the semi-transparent electrode. The
carriers produced by the external excitation move in~
the electric field applied to the electrodes and they
produce a potential drop in the external circuit which
is detected by a cathode ray oscilloscope. The obtained
trace can he used to calculate the nobility of the
03-rr1QrBe

5.3. Conductivity Measurements

a) D.O. Methods

The direct current measurements in organic
crystals may be made under a two-probe or four-probe
configuration. In.the two-probe method a voltage V
is applied to the specien by means of two electrical
contacts, and the current flowing through the external
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circuit is measured [Z58]. If a is the cross-sectional
area and l is the length of the sample, the d.c. conducti
vity o can be calculated aso - Il/Va (114)

the inherent disadvantages of this method are
l) there may exist s high resistance at the crystal
contact interface and 2) contacts, either carrier
injecting type or barrier type my influence the
conduction process.

The measuring instrument can he either a
galvanoneter or d.c. amplifier [Z59]. Bridge methods
can be profitably used to measure resistances upto 1014
ohms. Far still higher resistances vibrating-reed
electroneters having input impedences of 1019 ohms,
should be used. Of the different methods the pulse
method is the nest satisfactory [26O]. In thisznethod
a high voltage pulse is applied across the sample for
a fraction of a second and the current or voltage
appearing across a resistor is measured.

The inefficiency of electrical contacts in
two-probe methods can be overcome with the use of four
electrodes. The four electrodes may he used in different
configurations. Two probes can make contacts with one
face of the sample having the farm of a parallelepiped,
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two opposite faces of which meet two electrodes. A
current is passed through the two electrodes, and the

voltage drop between the two‘ probes can be measured.

Instead of two extended electrodes and two
measuring probes, all the tour electrodes can be used
as probes [Z59]. The four probes, kept in.a line and
separated by equal distances, are nde to lake contacts
on the crystal surface. A current I is passed through
the outermost probes while the voltage V, developed
between the inner probes is measured. If S is the
inter-electrode spacing, o is given by

Q an I/2873 (115)
the contacts to the crystal should be made clear of
boundaries and the Isllest dimension of the crystal
should be very large compared to the electrode
spacing [26o,261].

b) a.c. Methods

In the a.c. method an alternating voltage is
applied to the specimen. The resultant current depends
both on the capacitance and resistance or the specimen.
For an organic aterial placed between two electrodes,
the system can be treated as a capacitance and a
resistance connected in parallel. The a.c. conductivity

o‘° n ¢d eT'a. (ll6)
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where e" is the ilaginary part of the permittivity
in,

s I s‘ + is'% (ll?)
and
Ac: is the frequency or the a.c. voltage. eke is
thus not a constant of the material but varies with
frequency. The a.c. resistance cannot be taken as a
bulk property since the notion of charge carriers over
large distances give rise to a loss. The rotation of
the dipoles associated with groups of atone in a mole
cule in the solid also result in loss.

5.4- Oharge—trans£er Complexes

Several organic and seniergsnic systems have
been.£ound toepossess high electronic conductivities in
contrast to the high resistances generally offered by
organic crystals [262,265]. These systems contain two
species of molecules which are stacked alternatively
Iith one species ~acting as electron donors an the other
as electron acceptors. the ratio of the individual
components in who complex may vary from 1 : l to

57 2 l [264,265]- The typical resistivities also vary
from 0.5 ohm-cm [266] to l0"'ohn-cm [267].

The majority of these charge-transfer complexes
exhibit an exponential temperature dependence or
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resistivity;

f n F, exp (E/2K'.E) (118)
In the hand model E stands for the activation energy
which is the energy difference between the highest
level in the valence band and the lowest level in the
conduction hand.

The study of single crystals of several
complexes have shown the high anisotropy of conduction
in them. This is due to the peculiar crystal structure
and molecular stacking. Ihe easy direction of conduction
is often found to he the direction along which the mole
cules are strongly bonded. In the case of TCHQ/TEA [268],
crystal the conductivity have a value of 4 ohm} cm71 in
the easy direction, which is normal to the TCNQ molecules.
The effect of structure is more evident in the case of
TIP-TCHQ complex [Z69]. In.this, the crystal structure
consists of parallel conducting stacks. The neighbouring
stacks composed of flat molecules, are tilted with respect
to each other. Within a stack both TTF and TCNQ molecular
orbitals overlap making conduction of electrons easy while
due to the lack of interaction between the stacks the

charge transport perpendicular to them.is poor.

Reliable measurements requires a perfect single
crystal specimen and the growth of single crystals have
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been found to be very difficult. Almost all crystals of
charge-transfer complexes are very fragile and needle
like. The size of crystals are very small, only several
millimeters long and hundredths or a millimeter thick.
The method of growth of these crystals utilises the
diffusion of the components in.a solvent. Several authors
have reported the growth of charge-transfer crystals in
different apparatus [270,27l,272,273]- The crystals
‘usually exhibit a golden.metallic lustre except TTF/TCNQ
and some others which are black. The specimen preparation
and measurement of electrical conduction have been

described in several articles [274,275].



CHAPTER SIX

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

6.1. Introduction

The present chapter describes the various
erperilsntal techniques used in the study or the growth,
detect structure and electrical properties of phthalic
anhydride and potassium acid phthalate crystals.

6.2. Material Prepration

In the case or phthalio anhydride the material
was purified first by recrystallisation £rom.benzene
(BDH, Analar) and then by chrontography. For chromato
graphy,the apparatus used was essentially the sane as
described by Sangster st al [Z74]. Two colums of

approzilately 50 ems length filled with either A1203 or
silica gel were used to remove the impurities. The
solution, kept above these columns filtered through the
colums and pure material was collected at the round
bottomed flask kept on a heating mantle. The temperature
of the bottom flask was kept above the boiling point of
the solvent. The vapours of the solvent were transferred
back to th upper flask, through a water cooled condenser
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by passing nitrogen gas. The process was repeated and
the material crystallised out at the botton.tlask. This
laterial.was further purified by sublination.in.wacuun.

Potassium acid phthalate (BDH Analar) was
used, without any further purification.

6.3. Growth of Crystals and Specimen Preparation

a) Growth from solution

Phthalic anhydride crystals were grown from
benzene or acetone (BDH, Analar) solutions while
potassium acid phthalate crystals were grown from
aqueous solutions .

For growth by slow ewaperation,saturated
solutions of phthalie anhydride in benzene or acetone

‘#4I

were prepared at room temperature. The solutions were
fliltered and kept in a 500 nl beaker for one day after
which crystallisation was found to occur. The solution

was then again filtered into another beaker of the sane
capacity and covered with a filter paper. Good quality
seeds were introduced into it through holes made in the
filter paper. The beaker was then kept in a desiccator
provided with stcp—cocks. The ewaporation.rate was
controlled by partially opening the stop-cooks. In the
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oaee of acetone eolutione the beaker was placed in a
deeiccator on a wire gauze kept above a petri dish

containing water. The deeiccatore tore placed on a bed
of thernocole eheete to avoid ehooke.

Potassium acid phthalate crystals were grown
by the slow cooling method in a Holden cryetallieer [275]
eonetructed in.thie laboratory. the cryetalliaer is
ehown in figure (6). It consisted of an. air tight
container (C) or l litre capacity, placed on the
plat£orn.(P). The heating of the solution in the
container was effected by an Iniraphil bulb (L), kept
below the plattarnt The lid of the container had
provieione tor introducing a eeed holder (S) and
thermometer (T). The need holder was rotated alter
natively in the clockwise and anticlockwise directions
by neane or a motor (H) and coupling dieoe (O) [Z76].
In.the actua run a concentrated solution was prepared
at 5o°c and the aeed.~,properly fixed on the holder by
epoxy reein, was introduced into the container. the
temperature was then slowly reduced by reducing the
voltage applied to the bulb by neane of a auto
traneforler coupled to a geared motor.

b) Growth from vapour

The experimental eet up need for the growth
of oryetale from vapour is ehown in figure (7a,b).
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In the set up shown in figure (7a), the material was
kept in the bottom flask (B). The flask had an outlet
and stop-cock. the substrate (S), on which the crystals
are to be grown, was the bottom of a condenser (C) which
was Joind to the flask by grease-less Joints. The
condenser had a central hole into which thermocouples (T)
were introduced to measure the temperature of the sub
strate. The temperatures of the source and substrate

were controlled by heaters Hi and H2 and by the rate of
flew of water through the condenser. For growth, the
lower flask containing the material was evacuated by a
rotary pump and was then isolated by closing the valve.
The material and substrate were kept at different
constant temperatures. Whisker crystals, growing on
the substrate were investigated for the change in morphology
with growth temperatures.

In the above set up the distance between the
source and substrate could not be varied. The effect of
this distance was studied by the apparatus shown in
figure (7b). It consisted of a glass tube furnace (G)
with two separate zones. The furnace was kept vertical
and the source saterial in a crucible (O) was introduced
in the bottom sons (B). The substrate was a glass
disc (12) with a diameter equal to that oi’ the inner
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diameter of the tube. A glass tube (T) was fixed at the
centre of the disc and was placed in the upper zone (U).
A thermocouple (H) was introduced through.the tube to
measure the temperature of the substrate. In.thie
assembly the distance between the source an substrate
and the temperature can he varied independently.

the basal plane growth of phthalio anhydride
whiskers were studied by a closed vapour-crystal cell
[277]. The cell 1» shown in figure (e). It consists
of two glass slides (A) separated by a thin mica
sheet (B) of thickness approxintely 0.03 cn.and having
the sane size or the slide but out so as to £orm.a
cavity. One side of the cell was left open. The whole
assembly was pressed together by copper blocks (G) with
a nichron strip heater (H) at the open end in contact
with the bottom slide, forming the hot zone. Ghronel/

alumel thermocouples (Tc) were used to control the
temperature oi the hot zone and to plot the temperature

profile or the upper and lower slides. During the
experiments, the hot zone was kept at different tenpera~
tures at or above the melting point. Whiskers obtained
by the sublimation of recrystallised material were
introduced into the cavity so that it melted and tilled
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the open and upto 0.5 to 1 cm. After two to three
minutes after the charge was melted the heater was
switched of! and allowed to cool to-room temperature.
The experiments were repeated by changing the temperature
or the hot zone and the thickness of the cavity.

c) Growth from melt

Phthalio anhydride was grown from melt by the
ridgnan method in a specially built furnace and anpoule.

(i) ?urnace

lhs furnace, used for the growth.o£ phthalic
enhydride crystals is shown in figure (9). The design
of the furnace suitable for growing organic crystals
was made taking into account the low nlting points and
super cooling tendencies of organic materials. A glass
tube (G) of inner diameter 4 ole, thickness 0.4 cn.and
having a length of 40 one was woun with nichroms wire.
The winding was done mechanically with 4 turns per on.
The furnace had two aonss separated by 2 ens. The glass
tube was kept in a.rectangular enclosure termed by
asbestos sheets (8). In the front sheet a rectangular
slit (R) was ads and a glass window (I) was fixed on it.
The length of the window was so made that the lower half
of the upper sons and upper half of the lower sons were
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visible. 0n.the other side holes for introducing of

thermocouples (Tc) and the bulb (B) were nde. The
thermocouples were insulated electrically by nans of
thin walled glass tubinge and were kept in contact with
the glass tube furnace at the center of the zones. the
whole assembly was placed over a triangular base plate
with levelling screws. The top of the furnace was kept

closed except for a small hole for the introduction of
the growth anpoule. The temperatures of the zones were
controlled by moans of an Aplab temperature indicatorl

controller using iorn/constantan thermocouple sensors.

(ii) The shape of'anpoules

Glass tubes of various diameters were used

for the construction of Bridgman tubes. The tubes,
properly washed in cleaning solutions and analar grade
acetone, were dried in an oven. The tubes were drawn
into the shape shown in figure (10). Various tip shapes
ranging from.simply tapered end to capillary tips with
a constriction above were prepared. The purified
material was transferred to the alpoule and melted in
air to drive out the air bubbles. The melt was then
allowed to solidify. The tube containing the material
was then fused under vacuun.providing a hook for sus
pending the anpoule. The vortex angle from the constri
ction was varied over a wide range to study its effect
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on the formation of single crystals. The ampoule was
suspended by a thin copper wire £ron.a geared motor.
The anpoule can be either raised or lowered at different
speeds tron 12.42 on/at to 0.06 cm/hr.

d) Specimen preparation

Phthalic anhydride crystals grown by the
Bridgman method were cleaved along the {1l0} planes
and cut perpendicular to the G-axis using a solvent
etring method. The potaseiun.acid phthalate crystals
were cleaved along the {O01} planes and out into slabs
having {O10} nd £100} faces. The solvent-string
cutter used to out crystal slices along the desired
directions is shown in figure (ll).p The lovable eras
of a spectrometer (A) were fixed with pulleys with
Iltiple grooes (P). The prism table (T) formed the
specimen holder. The string (S) was attached to the
rim ct a oaa, rotated by a slow motor (H). The string
was passed over the pulleys and a weight was attached
to the other end of the string. The solvent (Benzene
in the case of phthalio anhydride and undersaturated
aqueous solutions in the case of potassium acid phthalate)
kept in a burette (B) was allowed to drip at a constant
rate on the string. As the motor rotated, the string
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wet with the solvent, made to and fro notion.over the
crystal (C), oriented suitably. The perfection of the
cut depends on the speed with which the string moves
over the crystal, the rate at which the solvent vets
the string and the pressure exerted on the crystal by
the string. At high pressures and speeds the out gets
slanted and at low pressure and low speeds the groove
of the out widens and becomes irregular. The optima
conditions for a perfect cut are to be found out by
trial and error.

The chief advantages of the cutter described
here are that 1) it allows fine adjustments of pressure
exerted by the string by raising or lowering the plat
form, 2) the rotating arms can be adjusted with accuracy
to effect parallel cuts on a crystal without dismntling
the crystal and 3) the fine adjustment knobs of the
spectrometer can be conveniently used to out slices
whose thickness is limited only by the width of the
groove made by the string.

The out crystals were first polished using a
4/0 emery paper or ground glass an then on a filter
paper/lens cleaning paper soaked with suitable solvents.
The phthalic anhydride crystals were polished very care
fully giving the minimun pressure possible to avoid
mechanical deformations .
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6.4. Defect Structure

The topographical investigations on the
different races of the crystals were done with a Carl
Zeiss netallurgiol microscope. The dislocation OOH!
figurations and density were determined by chemical
and thermal etching.

The crystals were imersed in various
chemical reagents for different periods and washed in
suitable solvents. The samples were then dried by
passing a jet of hot air and then examined for etch»
pits. Correspondence of etch pits on the matched
cleavage faces of the crystals was taken as evidence
that the pits are formed at the emergence points of
dislocations on the surface. Successive etching and
etching of thin slices of the crystals were also
performed. An.a1ternte cleaving and etching procedure
was used to study the dislocation configurations.

The effect of annealing on the dislocation
content was studied by comparing the etch pit density
on the as grown and annealed crystals. The annealing
of crystals were done by keeping the crystal at an
elevated temperature for long periods.
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6.5. Surface topography of crystal cleavages

The technique of Multiple-Bean Interferometry

[278,279,28O,28l] was used to observe the topographical
features on the cleavage surfaces of the potassium acid
phthalate crystals.

(i) Preparation of specimens

Since the crystals were transparent, vacuum
evaporation.was used to prepare reflecting films, on
the surfaces. The evapcration.was done in a vacuum
coating unit supplied by Hind-High Vacuum Co. Pvt.

Ltd. capable of producing a vacuum of better than l0'5
torr. The freshly cleaved crystals were kept in the
bell jar of the we and silver of 99.999 ‘Z, purity was
evaporated fron.a nolybdenun.boat on to it at l0'5torr.
Semitraneparent films were likewise prepared on nicro—
scope slides or cover slips.

The conventional jig was modified to suit the
Carl-Zeiss microscope. The modified jig is shown in
figure (12). It consisted of three stainless steel
discs (D). The upper disc was made so as to fit the
mechanical stage of the microscope. The lower disc,
was fired to the upper by means of three rods (R), and
had s circular hole in it. The central disc was capable
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of free mowennt over these rods. Another set of three
rods (B) carrying brass tubings and springs were used to
adjust the wedge angle. The crystal (C) was fixed on
the bottom side of the central disc and the semi-transparent
glass plate was placed over the hole of the lower diso.
The illumination was effected, by a 127; lOQ watt bulb
with tungsten filament for the observation of fringes
of equal chromatic order. The bulb was replaced by a
suitably collimated mrcury green light to observe the
Fiseau fringes.

(ii) Fizeau fringes

Multiple-bean.interferometry utilises the
interference of light waves formed at the wedge between
a highly reflecting surface of the object and a semi
transparent glass plate. The Fiseau fringes are formed
when the illumination is by monoohromtio light. The

experimental arrangement is shown in figure (l3a).
Light from the source (S) is nde monochromatic by
means of a filter (F) and is focussed on a slit (T1 by

means of a lens (L1). The light rays from the slit is
than focuesed on the wedge by another lens (L2). The
wedge (I) is formed by a semisilvered glass plate an
reflecting surface under observation. A typical fringe
system.observed in the case of an abrupt step is shown
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in figure (l3h). The separation of two adjacent
fringes corresponds to A/2 where A is the wave-length
of the monochromatic light used. The step height is
thus given as

t - (d/I>)( */2) (119)
where d is the relative shift in the upper and lower
fringe systems and D is the spacing between adjacent
fringes.

(iii) Fringes of equal chromatic order

To obtain the fringes of equal chromatic order,
the monochromatic light is to be replaced by a.white
light source. The arrangement for obtaining FECO is shown
in figure (l4a,h) along with the fringe system. White
light emitted by the source (S) is focussed on to a

wedge (I) by means of lens (L1) and a beam.splitter (G).
The reflected rays from the wedge (I) is collected by

another lens (L2) and focussed on the slit of a constant
deviation spectrograph (P). In the spectrogram the
fringes appear at different wavelength regions--from
red to violet. The fringe system shown in figure (l4h)
is typical of an abrupt step. Considering two fringes

corresponding to X1 and A2, having a fringe shift A/\
the step height is given by,

1: .. -3‘-A A)‘ (1-3°)
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6.6. Investigations on Slip Systems

The crystal specimens were indented by'a
Hanenann,miorohardness indenter supplied along with
the Oarl-Zeiss microscope.

The Hanennn hardness tester consisted of

a diamond, polished in the shape of a quadrangular
pyramid, whose sides have a slope of B I 22? Tho
bottom.of the diamond, shaped in the Icrn.o£ a short
bar, is mounted on a small hole drilled into the front
lens. Large annular portions are left free in the
front lens for illumination.and observation of the

object. It also had an optical device to indicate
the testing load. the objective, with the diamond
is suspended from two disc springs. Any load applied
to the diamond caused the suspension to activate the
optical system which indicated the load through the
eye-piece.

The eye-piece had two reticles (one
stationary and other tree to ave), each of ihich is
a right angle. The two markings can be used to measure
the diagonal length or the area of the indentation
lark. By proper calibration of eye-piece and load
scales, loads as small as 0.2 grams and as great as
200 grass can be applied to the specinen.sur£ace.
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Indentations were made on the {O01} faces

and {llO} faces of phthalic anhydride crystals. On
potassium.aoid phthalate the {O01}. {l00} and {O10}
faces were indented. The slip traces around the
indentation.marks on the different faces were recorded

photographically, and were used to identity the slip
system.

\

6 .7. Conductivity lleasurenents

The crystal holder and enclosure used to
study the conductivity is shown in figure (15). The
holder consisted of two copper electrodes (E) isolated
from the rest of the holder by tetlon discs (F). The
spring loaded cell had a base plate on.ihich a glass
heater wound with nichrone tape, was placed. The holder
was suspended on.a glass supporting rod (G). The
cell (0) had provisions to evacuation (V) or for the
flow of an inert gas (I). The electrical connections
‘were taken out through the top lid, insulated by teflon
spacers. The spacers were fired on the holes ct the
lid by means of araldite. Chromel/Alumel thermocouples
were used to measure and control the temperature.
Activated silica gel was kept at the bottom of the
cell to absorb any water vapour present.

The crystal specimen properly cut and polished
had either the shape of a circular disc or rectangular
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slabs. Ehs crystal faces were painted with air drying
silver paint and kept between the copper electrodes
pressed by the light springs. ~The conductivity at
different temperatures was measured with a ECIL
electroneter or British Physical Laboratory flilllflflr
neg-ohn.neter. A.d.o. voltage was applied to the
crystal and the current flowing through the external
circuit was measured. The temperature dependence of
conductivity was investigated by heating/cooling the
crystal. In the case of phthalic anhydride the
resistance variation with temperature was investigated
in the < 001 > direction and in a direction perpendi
cular to it. In potassiun.acid phthalate the measure
ments were nade in the < O01 _> , 4 010 > and 4 100 >
directions.

The problem of stray charge accumulation was
avoided by keeping the whole cell in a rectangular
copper enclosure, connected to the earth, and by using
shielded wires of short length, for electrical
connections.



CHAPTER SEVEI

RESULTS AID DISCUSSION

7.1. Introduction

Phthalic anhydride [O6H‘(00)2O] is a member
of the oarboxylic acid anhydrides. The material was
studied by Grcth.[2B2] in the crystalline torn and was
classified as orthorhombic. The lattice parameters
were determined by Iwray diffraction by Williams
et .1 [ass], to be . - 1.903, u - 14.163 and c - 5.941.
By single crystal rotation techniques, Pandey [284]
modified these values as a I 7.862, b a 14.182 and
c 1 5.9042. The crystal was shown to belong either

to Cg‘ or D%g space group. Banerji [285] removed this
ambiguity in the space group and assigned the BOD!

oentrosymetric space group 02', for the crystal.

Though it has heen.repcrted [283] that the
crystals of this material can he grown from.alcohol,
acetone or chlcrotorm, the crystals obtained were of
small sizes suitable, perhaps, only for I-ray work.
Bradley [286] has grown long whisker crystals from
vapour and has measured the Youngs and Shear moduli.

Buckley [287] has also mentioned the growth of whiskers
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of this material by the chemical decomposition of
phthalic acid.

Potassium.aoid phthalate [C00KC6H4COOH] is
an crtho—substituted benso acid derivative. Potassium

acid phthslate, has been shown to belong to the
orthorhombic system by Groth [Z88]. Dkaya st al
extended the study of the crystal structure of ammonium
acid phthalatc to the potassium salt and assigned a

space group of P2l212 [Z89]. Later Okaya [290], by
more refined experimental techniques, corrected the

space group as P21ab(Cgv). The lattice parameters
were determined to be a n 6.462, b I 9.602 and

O3 3
Bohm et al [291] have reported the growth

of large single crystals of this material, The crystals
were grown by the slow cooling of aqueous solutions
from 5o°c to 3o°c. Though the crystal finds applications
in the fields of soft Xeray spectroscopy [28] and
piesoelectricity [26], no attempt hitherto has been
made either to study the morphology or the perfection
of these crystals.

7.2. Growth oi Crystals
a) Phthalic anhydride

Yhthalic anhydride was extensively purified,
as described earlier, by recrystallisation, column
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chromatography and sublimation. The purified material
was used for the crystal growth from solution, vapour
and melt.

(i) Solution growth

Phthslic anhydride is only sparingly soluble
in.many solvents. Table (l) gives the solubility data
in water, carbon di-sulphide, formic acid and pyridine.
or these solvents only water and pyridine have solu~
bilities suitable for crystal growth. But the possible
reaction between water and phthalio anhydride and the
high viscosity of pyridine prohibit the use of both
these solvents. The organic solvents, such as, acetone,
benzene and chloroform, suggested by Williams [283]
were more suitable. But, the high volatality of these
solvents prevented the growth of large single crystals.
Qhese solvents produced rapid evaporation and ‘creeping’
on the sides of the container. The acetone solutions
were round to be relatively more suitable compared to
others. the solution grown.crysta1s were smell and
exhibited prism {llO}, brschydoms {O11} and pyramid {lll}.

Orthographic projection of a typical crystal or phthalio
anhydride is shown in figure (l6).

(ii) Whiskers and hollow crystals - Vapour growth

Phthalic anhydride, due to its high-vapour
pressure, can be conveniently grown £rom.vapour..Iable (2)



Table (1)

Solubility of Phthalio Anhydride in Verioua Solvents

1133311311131 i I II iii-ii iii liIIIiIilK1§
Temperature SolubilitySolvent 1; ou gm/gm or solvent

Water 25 0.62
Water 155 95-00
Carbon di-sulphide 20 0.70
Forlio Acid 20 4.70
Pyridine 20 80.00
_iIif___:DliiZ;._i=-_Z~_’::__T_I1I'__'_ iii llIlIjiiijf~iiiij1i
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fable (2)

Vapour pressure of Phthalio Anhydride at
various temperatures

Eonporaturo Vapour proaluroin Q0 1n.nn of Hg
1.0

6.0

7.0

8.7
20.5

41.0

75.0

80.5

760.0
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gives the vapour pressure of phthalic anhydride at
various temperatures.

Crystals were grown by the methods already
described [figure (Ta) and figure (7b)]. A typical
whisker crystal grown by the set up [figure (7a)] is
shown in figure (17). Such whiskers were formed on
the glass substrate. The whiskers were uniform
throughout their length and had parallelogram cross
sections. The parallelogram had angles 58° and l22?

As oberved by Bradley [ass] these whiskers were bound
by {ll0} faces which are the cleavage planes of the
crystal. The temperature difference between the
source material and substrate (4AT°C) was found to

have a strong effect on the morphology of the crystals.
At low values of A>T the growth was slow and resulted
in.whiskers. At large values of zsT the whisker
crystals were found to develop with a slightly modified
nrphology at the tip. The crystals grown by the
experimental set up, shown in figure (7b). also
exhibited similar tendency. Whiskers were formed on
the side walls of the furnace tube as well as on the
glass disc. The crystals on the glass disc were
oriented perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to it
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while crystals formed on the furnace tube were
randomly oriented. At low temperature differences

of charge and substrate, uniform.transparent hollow
crystals with cross sections ranging from wedge to

parallelogram were observed. Openings were left in
the prismatic walls as shown in figure (18). At high
temperature differences of charge and substrate hollow
crystals with s bead at top were observed.(figure 19).
Beaded crystals were also observed at low temperature
differences after long intervals of time. In general
the growth process seemed to be the sam except for
the slow growth rates at low ATOC.

Hollow crystals with an opening left in
their prisatic faces have been observed in several
materials. Iwanaga et al [154] have observed similar
morphology in ZnO and Znfle crystals. They have observed
a large number of striations parallel to the whisker
axis and have suggested a mechanism which essentially
consisted of space filling between the spaces of an
array of whiskers growing parallel to each other. But
the formation of a hollow crystal with well defined
planes requires a regular formation of whisker array
even in the nucleation stage. Later the same authors
extended their study of these hollow crystals by
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electron microscopic observations and have shown that
dendritic growth preceded the formation of hopper
crystals. In phthalic anhydride striations parellel
to the whisker axis were not observed. The growth of
phthalic anhydride hollow crystals was seen to begin
with the development of one or two of the {I10} planes
that bound the crystal. Figure (20) shows the wedge
shaped crystal tip with (ll0) and (110) faces. Obser
vations on the {llO} faces of the initially grown
whisker showed profusely growing short side whiskers.
These side whiskers apparently grow in the¢illO >
directions and.the faces of hollow whiskers were

produced by the filling of space between these side
whiskers. Figure (21) shows the side whiskers growing
on an {llO} face of a whisker. The (ll0) and (110)
faces after growing approximately to the same extent
were found to wind round to forn.the (ll0) and (ll0)
faces. The tip of a hollow crystal which has the
four faces is shown in figure (22). In the figure the
fourth face has not completed growth. is the last face
surrounding the cavity has started to grow, this face
exhibited a tendency to grow in the <:00l>-direction
rather than in.the < ll0>- direction. Thus the crystal
grew in the < 00l> direction leaving en opening in
their prismatic face. The formation of the narrow
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opening was also facilitated by the increasingly
difficult nucleation inside the gap as the faces
closed up. the whiskers or hollow crystals were
found to cease growth after a certain length along
the ~<0Ol>-direction, probably due to the change in
temperature as the crystals grow towards the source.
Further growth occurred at the tip only. The vapours
new condensed at the tip to close the opening and
started to till the cavity at the tip. This occasion»
ally resulted in the formation of steps inside the
cmnnel at the tip as shown in figure (23). Further
growth took place at the tip farming the £010} planes
and thus converting the parallelogran.croes section,
to hexagonal cross section. A partially tilled and
completely tilled hexagonal tips of hollow crystals
are shown in figure (24) and (25). After the formation
of hexagonal tips the growth proceeded in the <ll0>
directions in which the wedge was first formed. iheee
tacos slowly wind roud at the tip as sevn.in figure (26)

The growth process is shown schematically
in figure (27).

To study the heal plane growth of these
thinkers, the closed crystal-vapour system already
described in 6.3(h), was used. The entire length of
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the cell could be divided into three regions. The
first region, that is the hot zone, contained the
mterial and the heater. The second none was close to
the hot zone and was about 1 to 1.5 on long. This sone
was free of any crystals. In the third zone beyond the
second, clusters of crystals were observed. The
temperature profile along the cell, at a particular
temperature of the hot zone is shown in figure (28).

L‘

According to Sears [292], the whisker
crystals probably nucleate at the imperfections of the
glass substrate. In the present cell, the growth along
the whisker axis was suppressed by the upper slide and
the growth in thebasal plane alone was allowed. The
third zone contained crystals in the various stages of
gnwth. The sequential development of the crystals
nucleated are shown in figure (29a,b,c). The nuclei,
after attaining a critical sise was observed to develop
side branches in <ll0> directions as shown in
figure (29a). These branches were observed to wind
round in the other < 110 > directions [figure (29b)].
The process was seen to be followed by space--filling,
to result in the perfect parallelogram platelet crystals
as shown in figure (29c)- Ehis growth sequence
supported -the mechanism suggested for the hollow crystals.
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(iii) Dendritic growth

Due to the active role played by the
dendritio branching in the hollow crystal formation
and basal plane growth, it was thought useful to study
the dendritic growth of this material in detail.
Phthalic anhydride dendrites were obtained from solution
and melt. Solutions were prepared with different
concentrations, in benzene (Analar BDH) and were

decanted on.miorosccpe slides by a graduated syringe.
The slides were kept in.an enclosure and were allowed
to evaporate. The solutions. on evaporation.produced
crystals of various morphology. Table (3) gives the
relative abundance of each type of habit at various
concentrations of the solution. It was seen that
dendrites predominated at a concentration of
1/éoo Q/en?

To grow dendrites frol.melt, the material
was sandwitchsd between two glass slides and melted
by placing it over a vire would strip-heater controlled by
a thermostat. The melt after attaining the desired
temperatures was transferred quickly to a metal block,
kept at different constant temperatures below the
melting point of the material. The melt exhibited a
tendency to remain supercooled. the habit of crystals
shoved a strong dependence on the temperature difference



Table (3)

the habit variation of Phthalic Anhydride with
concentration

Concentration Habit of crystal‘
in gm/cm’ Dondritca Fibrils Platelets

unw In
1/Boo

1/700

1/600

1/500

1/400

1/300

Nil

+

+

+++
+4’

+

I11

N11

+

+

+ +

+ +

+ +

4"

++

N11

R11

Nil
+

+ +

+ +

+ + +

li§i liiIlm IliZI§iiIZ{X§i
Tho number of + sign indicates the relative
abundance of each habit. I
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between the metal block and the melt ( ATOC). At low
values of AT_the habit was that of needles whose thick
ness decreased with increase of AT and at about

A I I 30°G to 40°C, dendritio growth was found to
set in.

Irrespective of the method of growth, the
dendrites exhibited the sane morphology, It was
possible to classify the dendrites into the following
categories:

1) Sir--armed dendrites

2) Inclined dendrites

'5) Perpendicular dendrites

A sir-armed dendrite is shown in figure (30).
The different primry branches were inclined to each
other by ~ 60? The secondary branches were likewise
oriented to the primry branches. This type of
dendrites may be formed by twinning about < 110 >dire
ctions. Arbitrarily selecting 4 llO> and <1l0 > as
the directions in which the primry branches developed
the other primry branches inclined at 60° to then grow

siion either side in <ll0> and 4110 -> directions.
Because of the symmetry of these directions any
direction can be taken as the twin axis.
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The inclined dendrites shown in figure (51)
had two <llO> primry branches inclined at ~ 60° to
each other. i‘he secondary and tertiary branches developed
in the space enclosed by these primary branches. The
formation of inclined dendrites my be considered as a
special case of six armed dendrites where only tvo
neighbouring <llO> branches are active.

A typical dendrite: with perpendicular branche
is shown in figure (32). It was seen that the tips of
these perpendicular -branches contained crystals oi‘.

parallelogram shape. Figure» (33) and (34) shows the
dendritio tips with the parallelogram crystals. The
crystals were exactly sane as those obtained tron the
closed crystal--vapour system. From the crystal morphology,
the dendritic branches oi’ the perpendicular dendrites
were seen to develop in <0lO> and <l00> directions.
The branch growing in < 0l0> directions usually had the
secondary branches in 4 100 > directions. In some cases
secondary branchings in the 4110 > directions were also
observed, on either side of a primry branch developed
in <Ol0> or <lO0> directions. These branches were
seen to wind round in the other < 110 > directions to

torn parallelogram crystals. This process was often
found to result in the formtion of linear crystal
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chains. The mechanism of growth oi’ these crystals
were found to be very sim.lar to the mechanism suggested
for hollow crystal formation.

In the case or 4 Ol0> primry branches the
4 ll0 > secondary brancheswere found to mks an

angle of ~ 60° to each other and in the case of a
< l00> primary branches ‘they made an angle ~ 120°

to each other. As growth proceeded the <ll0>branch
tips were found to change their direction in the other
equivalent < llO > directions. Before completing the
parallelogram the so branches diverged again in the
< 110 > directions. This process followed by space

filling resulted’ in linear chain crystals. The linear
crystal chainsgrowins in <0l0> and <l00> directions
are shown in figure (35) and (36). The process is
schematically shown in figure ('57). It was seen that
the ratio or the maximum width [AB in figure (37)]
to the width at which the hm; platelet started he
grow [on 1h figure (37)] remined G8 4 : 1 tor <o1o>
chain axis and 2 2 1 for the 4 l0O> chain axis. The
dendritic growth, followed by spacefilling, to result
in hexagonal platelets is shown in figure (38).

The ohsertations on the phthalic anhydride
dendrites showed that the,,actiwe growth directions in
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whiskers, hollow crystals and dendrites were
essentially limited to <00l> , <ll0> , <0l0>
and <l00> directions.

(iv) Spherulitic growth

During the study of dendritio growth from
melt. it was seen that the melt exhibited a tendency
to eupercool in the absence of any external interference.
As mentioned in section.7.2(a)iii, the crystallisation
started with the development of needles whose width
decreased with 4>T. As sueh, it was thought interest
ing to eramne in detail the crystallisation behaviour
in the region of superoooling, by artiticial nucleation.
The molten material was prepared by heating the material
between a glass slide and microscope ooverslips. The
molten charge was transferred to a metal block maintained
at different constant temperatures below the melting
point of the material and allowed to cool. Iucleation
was artificially induced in these supercooled melts,

effected either by placing a sharp metallic needle ip.by cooling the center momentarily. The cooling wasL
or by blowing a jet of at: through a fine nozzle at the
center of the melt. The nuclei so generated were seen
to develop as fibrils growing in.all directions. The
resultant morphology was similar to spherulites, observed
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during the crystallisation of polyners [295,294] and
inorganic materials [295]. A spherulite of phthalic
anhydride grown from melt viewed under crossed
polaroids is shown in figure (39). The simple laltese
cross observed, was typical of spherulitic systems.
The substructure ct these spherulites were fibers
whose thickness showed a strong dependence on the
supercooling A5560. Figures (40) and (41) show the
spherulites grown at AT == 30°C and A T av 10°C

respectively. The chraoteristic periodic splitting
[296] was found to become less prominent as the
supercooling was reduced and finally disappeared at
very smll Ar.

According to Keith and Padden [296] the
spherulitic growth is initiated by the impurities
inherently present in organic materials. In phthalic
anhydride the impurities even if present, does not
produce point cooling initiating spherulitic growth.
External cooling was found necessary without which
no spherulitic powth started. the natural habit of
phthalic anhydride crystals are needls or whiskers,
as it should be expected according to the unit cell
dimensions [Z97]. This habit was maintained in the
artificially initiated spherulitic growth also. ‘Ihe
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substructure of these spherulites were found to be
fibres growing in C-direction. The melt in between
the initial fibres, crystallised slowly to thicken
them. The fibre tips were faceted [Figure (42)).

Jaekson.and Hunt [298] on the basis of studies on
organic aterials and metals have shown that the
freezing pattern dependented on the value of a defined

as equal to AS!/R, where AS: is the entropy cf
fusion.and R, the gas constant. They have shown that
materials having high s values exhibit faceted growth
while those with low s values freeze like metals.
For phthalic anhydride s'~ 7, and the observed faceted
grcwth.was thus in accordance with the theory. During
spherulitic growth the initial fibre tip developed
perturbtions and grew out as branches. The branches
were developed in ncnpcrystallographic directions.
The angle made by these branches with the initial
fibre decreased with decrease of Ax! and at very low
values of :5! the non-crystallographic periodic
splitting was completely absent. At these super
cooling the spherulitic substructure was well defined
ribbons. Eheee spherulites were examined by chemical

etching. An etehant, composed by HH‘0H and Hi0 in
the ratio l : 3 by volume, foun suitable for delineating
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dislocations on 2110} and {O01} faces of phthalic
anhydride single crystals [Z99]: Produced etch pits
on the ribbon surfaces. The pits were characteristic
of £110} surfaces. The ribbons exhibited large number
of grain boundaries running approximately along the
radial direction. Examination of a large number of
spherulites showed that the spherulitic film had
always their £110} faces alligned parallel to glass
surfaces. This type of auto alignment under non
epitaxial, non-seeded conditions have been observed
on several compounds [$00]. The fcmation of large
number of grain boundaries suggested a slight lattice
mismatch during the crystallisation of the fibres.
As stated earlier the angle made by the branches with
the initial whisker decreased with decrease of z5T.
The circular volume requires a uniform fibril flux,
which is met by the periodic splitting at large values
of AT. At low values of AT the space filling
between diverging fibres result in small angle grain
boundaries. The formation of grain boundaries in
these spherulitic ribbons were found to be ver similar
to the formation of such boundaries in dendrites with

displaced secondary branches [$01]. Figure (43) shows
schematically the fibre coarsenin and subsequent
development of grain boudaries.
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F1g.(43) Fibre coarsening and development of
grain boundaries. Dotted lines are
grain boundaries.
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The spherulitic ribbons, when cooled
quickly from the growth temperature exhibited
parallel striations. These striations were always
parallel to the fibre axis. Figure (44) shows such
striations parallel to the <O0l> directions. On
phthalic anhydride single crystals, such strations
on £110} faces have been observed [299]. By
comparison, the parallel striations were identified
as slip lines produced by the thermal strain. The
‘upper and lower faces in contact with the glass slides
were i110} faces as evidenced by chemical etching.
The slip planes active in this crystal had been
identified as {no} planes [299]. The slip lines
on.any £110} plane should appear as parallel lines.
The schematic diagram figure (45) shows the slip
process.

Phthalio anhydride spherulites were also
grown £ron.so1ution. Concentrated solutions prepared
at 30°C were cooled to - 19°C. A seed was introduced
to the solution and the so1ution.was left tor evapora
tion. Atter a few days spontaneous nucleation.was
found to occur on the seed crystal and three-dimensional
spherulites developed within one or two weeks. The
spherulite was seen to have needle substructure. The
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needles had hexagonal cross sections and were bounded

by £110} , {O10} or £100} faces. The needle axis was

always the 4001 > direction. A typical spherulite
is shown in figure (46). The characteristic periodic
splitting is clearly shown in figure (47). The needles
had fairly uniforn.crose sections, except at the /
splitting portion and exhibited essentially the sane
interfacial angles as observed on vapour grown
hexagonal whiskers.

(V) Single crystals-lblt growth

The melting point of phthalic anhydride is
at 131.1 5-_ o.o1°c and is much lower than the boiling

point (2e4.5°c). The material exhibit 9. 23 7; volule

reduction on solidification [$02]. As such, the
Bridgman method was thought fit for the production of
large single crystals. Since the melt exhibited
supercooling tendencies it was essential to observe
the growth, continuously. The furnace described in
6.3(c)i was fabricated for this purpose. The upper
zone alone was found sufficient for growing single
crystals. The temperature of this sons was maintained
at 2oo°c. The ampoule containing the naterial,prepared

as described earlier in 6.3(o)ii,was kept in the hot
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acne so as to melt oonpletely.- The anpoule was
then lowered slowly by means of a geared rotor.

Ihe purity of the material was found to
affect the growth seriously. It the commercially
available material was used, the impurities segre
ated at the hctton.and was circulated throughout
the melt by conyeotion.ourrents. The melt contain»
ing impurities had an yellow colour. During crystal
lisation the impurities were partially rejected into
the melt and a dark yellow hand was formed at the
top or the solidified charge. The impurities were
partially incorporated in the crystal giving it an
yellow colour. The purified material was colourless
in the molten state. To obtain single crystals
various tip shapes of growth tubes were used [$03].
Of the various tip shapes used, single crystals were
obtained with tubes having narrow capillary tips
[figure (lO)]. Another parameter of importance in
obtaining single crystals, was the slope of the tube
walls, imediately after the tip. By varying the
slope it was found um, an angle or 15° made by the
wall with the tube axis, consistently gave good quality
single crystals. Higher angles usually resulted in
the production ct hi-, or tri-crystals. The speed of
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descend was varied to different values and a speed
of 2-3 nmh"l was found most suitable for single
crystal growth. ‘Under these conditions, the crystals
always grew with the <0Ol> direction parallel to
the tube axis. According to Bradley [286] the crystals
have excellent cleavages along £110} faces. The
crystals cleaved well parallel to the tube axis. The
crystals were out perpendicular to the tube axis by
the solvent-string cutter described earlier in 6.3(d),
using benzene as the solvent. A cut crystal and a
cleaved slab are shown in figure (48).

b) Potassium acid phthalate

Potassium acid phthalate possesses a large
solubility and large positive temperature coefficient
of solubility in water. The solubility curve of
potassium acid phthalate is shown in figure (49).
The first detailed report on the growth of large
single crystals, of this material was nde by
Bchneet al [Z92]. They showed that crystals as
large as 6.5cm 1 4cm,: l.5cn.could be easily grown by
the slow cooling of aqueous solutions. In the present
study the crystals were grown both by the method of
slow cooling and slow evaporation. The seed crystals
for the crystal growth was prepared by the evaporation
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of aqueous solutions placed in a partially covered
petri dish. Platelet crystals having {O01} faces
were found to be the most suitable for growth. The
seeds were either fixed by epoxy resin or placed at
the bottom of the beaker. A typical crystal grown
is shown in figure (50). The grown crystals had the
san morphology as the seeds. The crystals exhibited
a tendency to grow laterally to develop the {O01}
faces rather than in a direction normal to it. For

the various studies, crystals with larger dimensions
in the <0Ol> direction were necessary. the solutions

were doped with various chemicals suoh as IDH. EH03 and
thiourea. It was seen that only thiourea was effective
in.nodifying the habit. The addition of thiourea was
found to promote growth in the '<O0l>' directions while
slowing the growth on other faces. The crystalline
morphology was essentially the sane as that of crystals
grown fron.pure solutions.

7.3. Dislocation.Etoh Studies

a) Phthalic anhydride

Various chemicals were tried to find out a

suitable etchant for delineating the dislocations in

phthalic anhydride. EH05, HQSO4 and other acids
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produced erceeeive reaction and the reaction products
were difficult to remove. The various organic aoide
canned only general dieeolution.

Ammoniun.hydroxide (HH4OH) have been.reported
to react with phthalic anhydride to produce phthalanic
acid [$04]. The reqction.ie highly efficient with
94 '7, - 9'! °/0 product y1¢1a.[3o5.3o6]. The euitability

of HH40H as an etchant was exanned by varying the

composition of HH40H z H20 solution. The effect of
varying the composition and etching time is ehown in
table (4). It was seen that well defined etch pite

developed for a composition of NH‘0H s Hi0 in.the
ratio l z 5 by volume. The optimum etching time wae
found to he between 15 to 20 eeconde. The etchant
was capable of producing etch pits both on the 1001}
and £110} faces. A grain hcunary revealed on,a {O01}
face is shown in figure (S1). Successive etching of
the cane face neither produced new pite nor changed
the orientation of earlier pita. The delineation of
grain hcuneriee and the nature of the etch pita on
eucceeeive etching strongly inicated that the pita
were formed at the emergence points of dielocatione
on these surfaces. The dislocation density wee found
to he »» lO4cmT2 on {O01} faces, which was reduced, on

annealing at 8°C for 12 hcure, to¢~»lO2cn7?



Iable (4)

the effect of composition variation of the
otchant on the etch pit morphology, on
£001} and £1.10} faces

Volume or Volume or Etching Remarks
HI-I405 in H20 in time in

111300130031 $@$3&@1@$$@$Q-Qt $3 not $1311 $@Ib11$$1ZZZ1

°'c_ °.¢_ secs. {O01} {I10}
5 30 5 Io Pitl5 no pit

20 Ho pit

10 30 5
15

20

General
disso
lution
Well
defined
etch
pita
Hell
oriented
etch
pits

15 50 5
15

20

Pit edges
gets eli
ghtly
curved
Rapid
etching
Excessive
discolo
tion

111313311111 1- Zijilil iii iii 1 I" mm
Ho pit
no pit
Io pit

Ho pit

Etch pita
observed

Hell ori
ented etch
pita

Pita get
slightly
modified

Rapid
etching
General
diaeolution
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On.the i110} faces the etch pits exhibited
a two told symmetry. One to one correspondence was
observed on matched cleavages and on both sides of thin

slabs. A typical l 2 1 correspondence on ntched
cleavage surfaces is shown in figure (52).

It was possible to classify the etch pits
seen on illO} faces into three categories.

1) Etch pits exhibiting well~de£ined planes
[marked A in.£igure‘153)]

2) Etch pits having a flat bottom
[lurked B in '1’i£\fl.-‘e (53)]

3) Etch pits having a tail
[marked 0 in figure (53)].

Pits of type A, on successive etching, persisted
and got enlarged. They ay be formed at the sites of
emergence of dislocations perpendicular to the {I10}
faces. Pits of type B disappeared on subsequent etching.
These pits may be termed at sites where impurities had
segregated, or where the dislocations had moved away, by
abrupt bending [$07]. Flat bottomed pits have been
observed also at points where the dislocations have
loved away due to the applied stress [$08]. In.the
C~type pits, the tail developed continuously upon etching.
This behaviour indicated that these pits were produced
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at sites where the dislocations were almost parallel
to the £110} races. Dislocations parallel to or
allst parallel to the surfaces have been known to
exhibit this behaviour [$09,310]. The dislocation
density on {ll0} faces of unannealed samples were
found to be ~ iozem’? On annealing at eo° for 12 hours,
lost of the dislocations were found to disappear. 0n
annealed end.unsnnealed samples large areas completely
tree of dislocations were seen on both {ll0} and
{O01} faces.

thermal etching was also tried on phthalic
anhydride crystals. The {ll0} faces responded to a
strean.o£ hot air and produced etch pits on these
faces. But continued etching failed to sustain the
original pattern and produced random appearance of
new pits. Chemical etching tailed to show an,l z l
correspondence betveen.the thermally produced etch
pits and the chemically produced etch pits.

b) Pctassium.acid phthalate

Potassium acid phthalate crystals were
cleaved along £001} planes and various chencal

etchants were tried to delineate the dislocations.
The various chemical etchants, described in literature
and tcun suitable fer delineating dislocations in
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other crystals [$11], were not successful in potassium.
acid phthalate crystals. Other etchants prepared by
considering the various chencal reactions of the
material also proved to be unsuitable.

On etching with water, the surface showed
general dissclution.rather than etch pits, due to the
large solubility of potassium acid phthalate in water.
To control the dissolution, acetone was selected as a
dilutant due to the miscibility of water and acetone.
On.the basis of trial and error method, a composition

of'H20 in acetone in the ratio l a 5 volume was found
to produce excellent etch figures on these surfaces,
when etched for 5-l0 seconds. An interferogram of an
etch figure is shown in figure (54). The interfero
gran.clearly showed that the etch figures were pits.

On etching the matched cleavages l 2 l
correspondence of etch patterns were seen, as shown
in figure (55). Very thin cleaved slabs of which both
sides were etched showed similar etch patterns. On
successive etching no spurious development of pits
were observed. The above observations strongly suggested
that the etch pits were produced at the emergence points
of dislocationsa on £001} faces. ,

Figure (56) shows an interferogram of an
etched {O1} face. The fringe pattern clearly showed
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the asymmetry of the pit. The pits were observed to
be hexagonal with two faces having a curvature. By
Weiss sons law, if [uvil are indices of a zone axis
parallel to the face (hkl) which is being etched,
then

hn + kv + lw I 0 (121)
In complex structures the various sons axis which
satisfy this condition may have atoms in common.
The common atoms may trigger the dissolution from

one axis to another. According to Wooster [312]
this triggering of dissolution from one direction
to anotherlresult in etch frames bounded by curved
lines. In potaesiun.acid phthalate the curvature of
the two adjacent faces of the etch figure was so
gradua as to appear as pyramidal in nicrophotographs.

It was seen that pits like that marked A
in figure (55) had no correspondence on the matched

face. This type of mismatching have been observed
in several crystals [309,3l3,3l4] and have been
attributed to the bending away of dislocations.

the etch pits on {O01} cleavages of these
crystals exhibited various morphologies. The pits
were classified as follows, according to the shape:
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l) Pyramidal pits with e sharp bottom
(type A and marked A in figure 55)

2) Flat bottomed pits
(type B and marked B in figure 55)

3) Flat bottomed pits having a small
A-type pit at the center
(tine 0: figure 57)

4) Flat bottomed pits having a row of
smaller pits along a diagonal
(type D; figure 58).

The Aptype pits could be further classi~
tied as those having flat sides and stepped sides. the
A-type pits, in general, were formed at points where
the dislocations intersected the surface normally. The
that sided pits were deeper compared to the terraced
pits. Similar observations on other crystals have shown
that the deeper pits were formed at edge dislocation
sites while the terraced shallow pits were formed at
screw dislocation sites [3l5,3l6,3l7,3l8].

The formation of terraced pits have been
attributed to the dissolution anisotropy of crystal
faces, by Gates [B19]. According to his if the etch

rates Rd_> RvH> R1, terraced pits will result where
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Rd, RV and R1 are the rates of diseoluticn.alcng the
dislocation line, perpendicular to the surface and
parallel to the surface respectively.

The appearance of terraced and flat sided
pits on the sane surface indicated that the terraced
pits were formed at screw dislocation sites. A typical
terraced pit is shown in figure (59).

rho flat bottomed pit of the type shown in
figure (55), were observed on several crystals [$07,
308,320,321]. From the abundance of flat bottomed pits
it may be inferred that they are formed neither at
points of impurity segregation nor at inclusions [S20].
the lost reasonable explanation for the occurrence
of these pits is the bending sway of dislocations at
the cleavage plane [$14].

Successive etching of the sane crystal
surface showed interesting features. Two A~type pits
existing close together, on etching merged together
to forn.a C-type pit, which on subsequent etching
remained as such or split again into two A-type pits.
Large number of such pits were observed. In.scne oases
the C-type pits persisted for a long time before split
ting into two or more pits. Such behaviour suggested
the occurrence of branching and coalescence of
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dislocations proposed by Read [$22]. On sodiul
chloride Amelinckx [323] has observed um the nodal
points of dislocation networks re preferentially
decorated, for no apparent reason. Joshi et al [$24,
325] have reported the appearance of flat bottoed
pits with snaller pits at their centre at the nodal
points of dislocations. With the etch/etch procedure
fer multiple etching it was possible to observe the
G-type pits very near the node. It can be reasonably
suggested that the mired character of the dislocations
very near the node gives rise to the outer flat
bottomed pit while the pit at the centre corresponds
to the coalesced part of the dislocation. A schematic
diagram or the dislocation branching is shown in
figure (60).

In.the D-type pits, a row of smaller pits,
arranged along the diagonal otea flat bottomed pit
were seen. Such a pit is shown in figure (58). The
slall pits had exactly the sane shape as that of the
=outer pit. On successive etchig the number of pits
increased or decreased systematically. when etched
towards the seed the pits in general decreased in
number. Careful observations on these type of pits
showed that the small pits vere A-type and they
changed into C-type pits on successive etching.
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Prolonged etching often resulted in a single C-type
pit. The systematic reduction in the number of small
pits to a single pit, suggested that these pits were
produced at the emergence points of dislocation
branches, £rom.a single dislocation. Figure (61)
shows soheltically the branching behavidhr which
resulted in D-type pits.

the dislocation density was found to be
»~ lO4cn7? The dislocation configuration in these
crystals were studied by alternately cleaving and
etching. The crystals were etched from the as grown
surface towards the seed by clearing oft thin layers.
The dislocation density was iound to decrease towards

the seeds. Figure (62a,b,c) shows the successive
stages. The etch pits were observed only at the
central portion of the crystals. The majority of the
dislocations were traced back to the seed. In several
solution grown crystals such dislocation propagation
from the seed have been observed [$26,327].

Annealing, at different elevated temperatures
and for different durations of time, had no e£feet~on
the dislocation density. This indicated that the
dislocations were immobile, probably due to the branohings
and other interactions, of dislocations observed in
these crystals.





7.4. Investigations on Slip

a) Phthalic anhydride

Phthnlic anhydride crystals grown.by the
Bridgman: method were cleaved long {110} planes

and cut perpendicular to the <0Ol> direction.
Ehe {O01} and {110} surfaces were indented with

the Hanenann's indentor described earlier (6.5).
On {O01} faces the pyramidal indentation produced
two sets of parallel lines inclined at 58° or 122°
to each oter, as shown in.figure (63). On {110}
tacos, only one set of slip traces parallel to the
0-direction.was produced, as shown in figure (64).
According to the crystal structure, the projection
of ll0 planes should appear as lines making 58°
or 122° to each other on the {O01} plane and as

1

parallel lines on {110} planes. This strongly indi
cated that the slip planes involved were {110}.
Figure (65) shows the slip process.

Ball indentations produced cracks on the
{O01} face. Typical cracks are shown in figure (66)
The cracks clearly followed the different < 110 >
directions. The observed slip and crack were typical
of the ‘cleavage brittle fracture‘ exhibited by
brittle materials [$28].
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b) Potassium acid phthelste

The typical indentation mark on £001} faces
of potassium acid phthalate is shown in figure (67).
The cracks were initiated at very lov loads. The
circular markings were produced by ‘chipping’ [329]
in the £001} cleavage planes, common in brittle
Iaterials having a pronounced cleagage. 0n 1100} and
{O10} faces, the indentations produced only one set
of parallel traces along the <0l0 > and < 100>
directions respectively as shown in figure (68) and
figure (69). The {O01} slip plane alone is conpatiable
with the traces observed on.{00l}, £100} and £010}
faces. Figure (70) shows the slip process.

7.5. Topography of Crystal Surfaces

a) Phthalic anhydride

The cleavage faces exhibited the usual
river pattern. Detailed examination of the cleavage
surfaces, by multiple-beam»interferometry was found
impossible due to the low adhesion of reflective
metallic coatings on the crystal.

b) Potassium acid phthalate

The cleavage surfaces of potassium acid
phthalate crystals exhibited river patterns typical
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or ionic lsterisls [$30,331]. These crystals exhibited
good vacuum stability and rmtals could easily be eva
porated on to the crystal surfaces by vacuum evaporation.
The cleavage surfaces were examined by multiple-beam

interferometry [279]. A typical intertercgran of a
cleavage surface, taken with mercury green light is
shown in figure (71). The interterogran clearly
showed large areas, tree ct cleavage steps an other
irregularities. The cleavage was iound perfect,
comparable to or better than mica. Figure (72) shows
a typical FEOO fringe pattern at a step. The cleavage
otten exhibited ‘V’ type terminations, level dis
continuities and micro-cleavage patterns. Figure (73)
shows the nicroclcavages observed on a cleavage step.

7.6. D.0. Conductivity ct Phthalic Anhydride and
Potassiun.Acid Phthalate Crystals

a) Phthalic anhydride

The conductivity of phthalic anhydride
crystals were found to be highly anisotropic, the
room temperature conductivities being two orders ct
magnitude higher in the <:O0l>> direction, than in.a
direction perpendicular to it. The variation of
conductivity with temperature is shown in figure
(74a,b,c). It was seen that the plot or log c
against 1/! was linear.
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The anisotropy of conduction could be
explained considering the structure o£'molecules
and the crystal. Phthalic anhydride is an aromatic
compound with the following chemical structure

[C6H4(CO)20]. |

I

the molecule is almost flat and in the crystal these
flat molecules are stacked face-to-taco along the

001 direction [Z86]. The chemical boning gives
rise to l0 1-electrons. The intermolecular bonding
can thus be conveniently described by means of
x-bonding. In aroaatic compouns, like anthracene,
the molecular orbital overlap of s-electrons have
been iound responsible for the observed conduction
anisotropy and the maximum overlap of orbitals in a
direction.perpendicular to the molecular plane have
been found to cause an increase in conductivity
5 to 10 times than in a direction parallel to the
molecular plane [$32]. The molecular overlap have
been found to influence the mobility of charge
carriers in several materials [$33,334,335].

The conductivity variation with temperature
yielded a thermal activation energy we 2.7 V, from
the relation,

c’ I co exp(-E/ZKT) (122)



l5§

assuring an.intrinsic semiconduction. fhcugh the
conductivity exhibits an anisotropy, the activation
energy parallel and perpendicular to the <:00l>>
direction remained practically the sane.

The conductivity of the molten phthalic
anhydride was several orders of magnitude higher than
that observed in the solid state, at the sane tempera
ture. The variation of the conductivity of the nelt
with temperature is shown in figure (740). Similar
behaviour has been observed by Reihl [336] in napthalene.
Forster et al [337] have also observed a sharp rise
in conductivity in.bensene'upen.nelting, the activation
energy remaining virtually constant. But in sole
oases the activation energy has been found to decrease
in fusion [He]. A decrease in the activation energy
for conduction in the molten state has been found to
be due to a fundamental! different transport mechanism
operating in.the nolten state [$39]. The observed
activaticn.cnergy of Au 2.07eV in the molten state of
phthalic anhydride, compared to the value of ~o 2.7eV
in the solid state indicated that the transpcrt
mechanism in the molten state was entirely different
from that in the solid state.

Various models have been suggested for the

electrical conduction in organic crystals. Eley and
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Parfit [340] proposed a tunnel model in.which the
molecules were excited thermally or optically from
the normally occupied B/2th‘:-orbital to [(3/2)+l]th
z-level. I denotes the number of conjugated 1
electrons in the molecules. The oonuction was limited
by the probability of electron/hole tunneling to the
corresponding orbital in.the adjacent molecule.
According to this picture phthalic anhydride with
its l0—s electrons should have an activation energy
"\’ 2.587.

Uilk [341] studied the effect of the number
b

of linearly joined ring systems on the activation
energies and found a relation

E - <11-.>2/10¢ (123)
where n denoted the number or rings. For phthalic
anhydride n.= l and hence according to this equation,
the activation energy should be ~¢ 2.56eV.

The possible relation between the conduction
band and the triplet excited levels was examined by
Northrop et =1 [342] and Rosenberg [$43]. the triplet
hypothesis [244] envisages the participation of charge
carriers in conduction via a triplet excitation. In a
singlet state there is no net electronic spin angular
momentum, whereas in a triplet state there is a not
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positive electronic spin angular nolentun. The excited
triplet state lies lower in energy than the corresponding
singlet excited state. Optical transitions between
triplet states and a singlet ground state are forbidden
and hence weak. The transitions from the upper singlet
state to ground state results in fluorescence and is
characterised by short life tines of the order of 10's
seconds. The triplet-ground state transitions gives
rise to phosphorescence which are weak and have

comparatively lcng life tines of the order of l0'2
seconds. The carriers can be either thermally or
optically excited to the lowest triplet states which
by subsequent_nticn produce the conductivity. The
phosphorescence spectra of phthalic anhydride have
been studied by Ivata st al [$44]. The 0-0 band has.
been found to occur at 25800 curl and the phosphorescence

marina at 23600 cm71. Hardy et al [345] have also
studied the photoluminescencs spectrun.of phthalic
anhydride. The fluorescence have been observed at
29411 cn71. The phosphorescence have been found to
occur at 21276 cnfl. According to those values the
energy levels of phthalic anhydride shculd be like that
shown in figure (75). the activation energy for triplet
excitation can thus be inferred to be between 2.6eV
and 2.9eY.
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the observed value of 2.7eV for the thernl
activation.energy in phthalic anhydride is comparable
to 2.64s? of the triplet state. Thus the triplet
exciton participation in electrical conduction nay he
reasonably suspected.

A necessary, but not sufficient, test of
the intrinsic nature of the conductivity is a oonpari
son of the observed value of E with the quantity
Ia - Ac [$46], where Ic an Ac are the ionisation and
electron affinity of the nlecule in the crystal. For
phthalic anhydride, Ac ~ 2.72cv [$47,348], Ic my be
calculated tron the relation

Io + Ac 3 I84» A8 (124)
where I8 and A£,are the ionisation.potential and
electron affinity of the molecule in the gaseous state.

Ia + A8 had been observed to be a constant for meet
of the aromatic nleculee and is taken as ~v 8eV[349].

Hence, Ic~c 5.78eV. The value of 1° - Aarc 2.56eV is
in reasonable agreement with the observed value of

2.7a? for the activation energy. This strongly suggested
that the conduction in phthalic anhydride was intrinsic.

b) Potassiun.acid phthalate

Ehe conductivity variation with temperature
is plotted in figure (76a,b,c). The conductivity
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exhibited a strong anisotropy with the crystal
direction. The conductivity along the < 100 >
direction was the largest. Conductivity was less
along <010 > and < 00l> direction, being lowest
along the 4 O0l> direction. The plot oi’ log c
against l/I exhibited a knee typical of ionic crystals.
In alkali halides such behaviour have been observed
and have been attributed to the difference o£'mechanien
involved in the conduction process at lower and higher
temperatures and the observed change in the slope of
the log o~a l/T plot has been attributed to the
presence of divalent impurities [$50,351].

Ihe activation energy of ionic Iaterials
change as the temperature is increased. The commonly
encountered shapes of the log s Vs. 1/T plots are
shown in figure (77). In certain cases the activation
energy increases [case(a) of figure (77)] and in
others it decreases [case (b) of figure (77)] with
increase of temperature. In case (a) the change in
activation energy is brought out by a change from
extrinsic [portion (ii of curve (e)] to intrinsic
[portion (ii) of curve (a)] conductivity [352]. In
the case (b) the activation energy is decreased with
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the increase of temperature and both the portions
(iii) and (iv) corresponds to the extrinsic node.
The change in slope have been found to be caused
by a change in the number of excited carriers, n,
relative to the number oi’ impurity levels H, less

the total mmber or carriers He. In (iii) n 44 I-H‘
and in (iv) n>> I-H‘.

In potassium acid phthalate crystals both
these cases have been seen to arise, as can be
seen from figure (76e.,b,o).

The observed anisotropy ct electrical
conduction could reasonably be explained on the
basis of the crystal structure. The crystal structure
is ionic with potassium ions and acid phthalate ions.
The phthalate ions have two carboxyl groups one of
which is ionised [290,353]. The phthalate ions are
stacked along the < lO0> axis by an a glide per
pendicular to b axis. The phthalate ion chains
extending in the <l00> directions are bonded by
O-H....0 hydrogen bonds. rho chains are interconnected
by potassium ions each of ‘which is surrounded by six
oxygen atoms. The observed conductivity in < lO0> axis
may be due to the enhanced molecular overlap and
hydrogen bonding in the <l0O> direction.



1

Though the presence oi’ the knee can be
explained as duo to the ionic nature oi’ conductivity
the exact machanian of conduction could not be
established.



COIGLUSIOH

the crystallisation behaviour of phthalic
anhydride has been investigated from vapour, solution
and melt. Phthalio anhydride crystals grow from vapour
in the fern of hollow crystals with an opening in the
prisnatic wall. The faces have been found to grow by
filling the space between the side whiskers growing
in 4l1O> directions. A nechanisn for the hollow
crystal fornation has been suggested. The observations
of the basal plane growth of crystals in a closed
crystal vapour system gives support to the nechanisn
proposed. The growth am morphological studies of
dendrites growing in the {O01} Plane have shown that
4 ll0>, <Ol0> and <lO0> are the lost active directions
of growth in these dendrites, as in the case of hollow
crystals and platelet crystals grown fron vapour. The
growth of platelet crystals has been accounted for, by
the filling in process of the space between the dendritic
branches. The spherulitss grown, from solution and nelt,
have the substructure of well ali.ped ribbons with {ll0}

faces, with a large mznber of grain boundaries along
the <00l> direction, as revealed by etching. It has

been found that the presence of impurities is not a
necessary condition for spherulitic growth in this
system.
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Large single crystals of phthalic anhydride
have been grown from nelt by the Bridgman method for

the first time. M1403 1 H20 (l 2 3 volume) has been
found to reveal dislocations on {O01} faces and on
{llO} cleavages. The slip planes have been identified
as {ll0} fron.the observation of slip traces produced
by indentation. The electrical conductivity, measured
along the ~<O0l>> direction and perpendicular to it,
have shown that the conductivity is largest in the
4 O01 > direction.

Pctassiun.acid phthalate crystals have been
grown fron.aqueous solutions. Acetone : water in the
ratio 5 2 l by volume, has been found to be effective
in delineating dislocations on the cleavage surfaces
of this crystal. The-nature and configuration of the
dislocations have been revealed by etch/etch and etch]
cleave/etch process for multiple etching. The cleavage
surfaces have been shown to be perfect, comparable to
or better than mica, by mltiple beal.interferometry.
The electrical conductivity has been shown to be
predonnantly ionic and the conductivity measured
along the 4 00l> , <0l0> and < l00> directions have
shown that the conductivity is largest along the
direction.
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